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ONRESIDENT ENROLLMENT DOWN AT MS11

1)

Total Enrollment Expected
To Be Hurt By New Policy

Family Hurt
In Car Wreck

Reports Say
Mao Suffers
From Stroke

would
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Murray State Registrar, Wi)- out-of-state
A family of four persons was
cause nonresident enrollment at
a
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said
son
Gantt,
room
emergency
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this
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Hospital on Saturday.
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Mr. Gantt would not specu.
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late on the total enrollment at
tung has suffered a stroke and
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Murray State for this year beis in critical condition, unable
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to tend to Communist China's
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cording to hospital officials.
Two persons were injured in fee increase. The story said
M30, 76, last made a reported IN VIETNAM — P.F.C.
They were treated and releasa one car accident Saturday at that only about 7500 were expublic appearance in Peking Boyle, a South Marshall Hi
8:02 p. m. on South 16th Street pected to enroll this fall.
May 9, greeting 10,000 persons School graduate Is now serving ed.
The increased fees were imnear the Westview Nursing
Peking radio said were stu- a 12 month tour in Vietnam. 'Three other person's were also
Pvt. James M. Myatt
Home, according to the report posed by the State Council on
dents of his thought. The broad- Hit is th• son of Mrs. Glen Bell traded at the emergency room
filed by the investigating of- Higher Education and the rates
cast said ne was "beaming with of Aim°, Route One and the of libe hospital on Saturday.
grandson of Mrs. M. F. Hicks of
atrial Howard, age 23, of
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health."
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chairman
Mao,
said
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Bailey with • certificate of appreciation for her work
Ridge, Ill., and Frank Saul of pay $130 per semester.
nese Communist Party, appar- 1/10 Cav. APO San Francisco, a 'motorcycle accident, officials
Woman's
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Club. Major Cole is president of the Calloway
. 30, of
Richard Fuqua,
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Hazel
of
Loftin for Retarded Children_
leanniagton Route Oise was weeks of basic training at Fort University, were treated at the
time President Ho Chi Minh
(Continued on Pogo Eight)
treated for an injury to the left(
emergency room of the Murraydied in North Vietnam
Campbell on September 19.
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'—Myatt was awarded one stri
-motorcycle accident.
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theof
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and
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In Peking and the quick rereceived
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3rd
Street, Murray, age 49, gutter. a sharpshooter medal and an and Saul, age 22, had a slight
turn to Peking of Chinese Preright
back,
the
of
contusion
a
ed
spendsprain to the right elbow, acafter
En-lai
mier Chou
expert rifleman's medal.
leg,. and right hip. He was ad•
ing less than a day in Hanoi
The soldier is now completing cording to hospital officials.
Leonard Dunn of Murray mitted to the Murray-Calloway his advanced individual train- Police said Jaeger, driving a
Major Warner Cole, presi- morning Ho, they said
As
Kong
County
Hong
in
experts
Calloway
China
Three was claimed by County Hospital after receiv- ing at Fort Polk, Ia., where he 1967 Chevrolet, was going north
the
of
Route
dent
sociatitm for Retarded Children, had no report of the illness. death Saturday at nine a. m. ing emergency treatment at is training for mortar fire.
(Continued on Page Eight)
this week presented a certifi- rhey said if Mao did not turn at is home. He was 79 years the Mayfield Hospital.
He is the son of Mr. and Mrs
cate of appreciation to Mrs. up in public Oct. 1, an China's of age.
Donnie Myatt of Tucson, An
Health National Day, then it could be
The deceased was a retired
Fellow says that people of the Jack Bailey, past Mental
Wo- concluded
was farmer and a veteran of World
something
world will never agree unani- Co-ordinator of the Murray
of wrong.
'War I. He and his wife, the
mously What we must learn man's Club, in recognition
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Communist bloc sources said former Euple Outland, would
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Today is the first day of fall. the special
Baptist Hospital, Paducah, be- Lake District of Future Home.
office at all schools in the Murthe city school system. Last leg of his trip back home from Route Three; three grandsons, fore being transferred to the makers of America, held a t committee is as follows:
Stephen David Garner of Al- ray City School System and the
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Mrs. Bailey's volunteer staff
The sources said they agreed
cover from it
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months of 1969 over the same Boone, Jr., Mrs. Maurene Hop- returning to Hanoi, where the est historical spots.
The regular ladies day golf tening and arithmetic.
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Harrell,
Kenneth
Trace;
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sJn,
Soviets wanted the meeting
Tenn.; 2. The Natchez
period in 1968.
are: "Decisions That Count" and will be held at the Oaks CounThis program is financed by
Church
Ed Glover, Mrs Charles Turn- sources said.
"Our world a growing herit- try Club on Wednesday, Sep- the State and Federal GovernDr. Hunter Hancock, chair- 3. The 1642 St John's
In cities the size of Murray the bow, Mrs. Billie Burris, Mrs. Communist Chinese author- man of biological sciences at built by Leonidas Polk; 4. The age".
tember 24.
ment. There will be no charge
increase was 12 per cent. Vio- Harold Langland, Mrs. Bill ities have had nothing to say Murray State University and ancestral home of James Knox
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David
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Tenn.;
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(Continued on PRIP
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United Press International
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On Saturday

Pvt. James Myatt
Now At Fort Polk
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Mrs. Bailey Given
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-

Mrs. Overbey Now
Resting At Home

Licenses Revoked
Or Suspended

wn.

Registration
For Class
Opens Today

District 4-H
Meeting Is Held

at

Purchase Historical Sockty
To Take Bus Tour,Tennessee

Ladies Day Golf
Planned At Oaks

Rev. Terry Sills
Evangelist For
Hazel Revival

102 Year Old
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Calloway Club To
Hold Ladies Day

WEATHER REPORT
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Managers Meeting

Burdis Cathis
Dies Saturday
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The Murray Police
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A responsible invok ement
SUBEICIPTION RATES By carrier in Murray, per week 34, per symposium will be conducted
Month $1.52. In Calloway and adjoining counties, per year, $6.60; during the morning of Sept. 29
Zones 1 & 2, $13.00; Elsewhere $18.00. All service subscriptions $8.00. beginning at 10 a.m. with Mrs.
Joseph E. Evan s, Lexington,
"The Outstanding Civic Asset of a Cortununity le Use
second vice president, in charge.
Integrity of its Newspaper'
MI plans of work .for the club
year will be reviewed with all
MONDAY — SEPTEMBER 22, 1969
departments of the club participating and the editor-in-c.hief of
The Kentucky Club Woman coordinating.
Mrs. Virginia H. Knauer of
Washington, D.C. will be the
By UNITED PRESS INTERNATIONAL
luncheon speaker. She serves as
special assistant for consumer
affairs to President Richard
Nixon. She is executive secreHONG KONG - A diplomat predicting in mainland China could
tary of the Consumer Advisory
give an indication of the gravity of Mao Tse-tung's recent stroke:
Council.
"The only thing to do ii to wait and see whether Mao appears
Born and educated in Philaon the rostrum. If he doesn't appear, then you can be fairly certain
delphia, Pa., Mrs. Knauer gradsomething is wrong."
uated from the University of
WASHINGTON - AFL-CIO President George Meany attacking Pennsylvania and did post-grada proposed tax reform bill that has the backing of the Nixon ad- uate work at the Royal Academy of Fine Arts, Florence,
ministration:
"It reflects a cynical philosophy that if taxes on the wealthy Italy. She was the first woman
are cut, they won't try so hard to find loopholes. Such a philosophy elected to the Philadelphia City
makes a mockery of tax-reform efforts. We cannot subscribe to Council in 1960 and the first
Woman director of the Pennsylit and we strongly condemn it."
vania Bureau of Consumer ProWASHINGTON - HEW Secretary Robert H. Finch saying his tectica.
Junior clubwomen will meet
department does not necessarily object to busing to achieve
with Mrs. Frank Abrams Jr. of
.
racially balanced enrollments in public schools:
"You can't rule out busing. I mean, busing is there. Every dis- Owensboro, fourth vice presitrict practically in the country uses buses to move people from one dent, at 3 p.m.
Richard Snarr of Lexington,
place to another."
,
.wilPbe the guest speaker at the
WASHINGTON - Senate majority leader Mike Mansfield urging banquet to be held at 7 p.m..
His topic will be "Drugs on the
a halt to the U. S. military build-up in Laos:
"It seems to me that, as a minimum, every effort must be made Campus." Mr. Snarr has worked
to avoid any further magnification of the American presence in Laos. for several years at the AddicMost importantly, an enlarging commitment of U.S. military forces tion Research Center at the U.S.
Public Health Service Hospital
in this remote region must be restrained,"
in Lexington. He is a social sc:
ence analyst and worked wit;
both drug .patients and law en
forcement officers. He recent13
spoke at the Governor's Semi
nar on Drug Abuse and at a naLEDGER lb TIMES FILE
tionwide workshop for carepius
security personnel regarding
drug abuse on college campusBy and large 1958 was a good year for Calloway County farmers, es.
according to a national report on farm income.
The 75th year of the Kentucky
County Judge Waylon Rayburn and County Tax Assessor Robert
Young have been named co-chairman of the Democrat campaign in Federation of Women's Clubs
will be observed at the PresiCalloway County.
dent's Council breakfast WednesMiss Linda Dell King and Gene Parker were married at th• day
at 8:30 a.m. Miss Edna
College Church of Christ on September 5.
Aders
of Pikeville, chairman,
Mr. and Mrs. Gingles Wallis are in St. Louis, Mo., attending
and Mrs. Roy L. Wiehe of Jefthe Retail Druggist Convention.
fersontown, first vice president,
will preside. The program,
"From Kittyhawk to Tranquility Base," will be presented by
representatives of the nine districts portraying historically outLEDGER & TIMES FILE
standing women.
A conference assembly on re-

sponsible involvement will open
at .10:30 a.m. with Mrs. Joseph
C. Evans presiding.
The conference will adjourn
at noon.

Quotes From The News

"MOST WANTED" Veteran
criminal, bank robber and
parole violater Joseph Lloyd
Thomas iabovei is added to
the FBI's list of -Ten Most
Wanted Fugitives." Thomas.
57, is 5-feet-7. weighs 150160, has grey" hair and blue
eyes. The FBI says he
is considered dangerous.

MONDAY — SEPTEM:

MURS'AY, KENTUCKY

Two Die In
Crittenden
Accident

•Ilespomible Involvement'
Theme Fbr Kentucky
Women'sTlub Meet
LEXINGTON, Ky., Sept. 20—
'Citizenship Requires Responiible Involvement" will be the
theme of the Kentucky Federation of Women's Clubs fall board
meeting and conference at Owensboro, Sept, 28-30, according
Wits. Oscar C. Sowards, Pikeville, the president.

—

MARION, Ky., Sept. 20 — A
spectacular two-vehicle crash
near here today left two Indiana residents dead and hospitalized two 16-year-old youths.
State police said James Truman May, 59, and Billie Dell
Gish, 34, of Rockport, Ind., were
killed in the crash on U. S. 60
about five miles east of here.
According to a report filed by
Trooper Ted Whitfield, a cal
driven by Orin Thomas Sprague
16, of Salem, was traveling eas1
on U.S. 60 "at an apparent higt
rate of speed" when it came
over a crest and went off the
road on a shoulder.
The report said the Sprague
vehicle then came back on the
road, skidded 115 feet into the
west lane, striking the May vehicle in the left front.
State police said no charges
have been placed in the accident.
Hospitalized were Sprague and
a passenger, Phillip Maddux, 16,
also of Salem. Weatern Baptist
Hospital officials in Paducah
said the two youths were in fair
condition Saturday night.
The two deaths brought the
state death toll to 760, as compared with 731 through Sept. 20
last year.

ALMANAC
By United Press International
Today is Monday, Sept 22, the
265th day of 1969 with 100 to
follow.
The moon is approaching its
full phase.
The morning stars are Venus
and Saturn.
The evening stars-are Mercury, Mars and Jupiter.
On this day in history:
In 1692 the last persons to be
executed
in
the American
colonies for witchcraft were
hanged.
In 1776 the British hanged
American Revolutionary War
hero and patriot Nathan Hale
seconds after he uttered his
immortal words, "I only regret
that I have but one life to give
for my country."
In 1937 a united front was

riling with another man's folly
established in China when the
is always thankless work."
Chinese Communist party announced its support of the
national government. The ComThe State Tree of 'I emumunists took over China 12 the pee an.
years later.
In 1959 the Chicago White Sox
the American League
won
‘..—
Baseball Pennant for the first
r.
time in 40 years.
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A complete soil testing laboratory has been announced for
Calloway County by Clarence Mitchell, County Soils Assistant.
Deaths reported are Mrs. Margaret Ruth Boaz, age 30, Ellis
C. Dick, age 45, and E. A. Wood, age 74.
The Murray Training School FFA chapter won several prizes
at the Kentucky State Fair recently.
R. H. "Tony" Thurman was presented the award, "Senior
Nylic" by the Kentucky Branch of the New York Life Insurance
Company.
• Members of the First DisThe Ryan Family Shoe Store win open tomorrow. The store is
trict PTA who serve on the
located on the east side of the court square.
board of managers of the Kentucky PTA will attend a board
meeting Sept. 23-25 at the Phoenix Hotel in Lexington.
Mrs. W. L. Bennett Jr. of Paducah, the membership chairman, has been appointed to
serve on the bylaws and standing rules committee and convention platform and action. She is
Serve the Lord with gladness: come before his presence with
also a member of the committinging. — Psalm 100:2.
.
tee to niminate the state'chairThe discovers, of God is the heart's great joy.
man.
Mrs. E. M. Fuller of Paducah,
president of the First District,
Rose May Challenge
Rose, who recently lost his has been named to the council
SYDNEY, Australia (UPI)— world bantamweight title, may and scholarships committee and
Lionel Rose said Thursday he meet fighting Harada of Japan is a member of the committee
will step into the featherweight in Tokyo next January for the to nominate state officers.
Health and mental health
ranks for his next bout,
featherweight championship.
chairman, Mrs. Perry N. Smith
of Mayfield, is on the high'
school service, children's emo
tional health and smoking am
health committees and the
election board.
Mrs. George Spoonamore Jr
of Stanford is the president o
506 W. Main Street
Phone 753-2621
the Kentucky board.
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Top of the line King'wood Estate Walk-in: 3 seats, more powerful
standard V8 at 250 hp, I 19-inch wheelbase. 216.7 inches total length.

SAMP1
You'll have a hard time finding a wagoA as easy to get into as a 1970 Chevrolet.
Try it sometime.
Climb into any other wagon, then climb into one oT ours.
Chevrolet wins in a walk:
With a dual-action door that swings open without any jutting
hinges.
With a rubbered stair built right into the bumper.
With a roof that slants thoughtfully forward so you won't hit

your head.
We've got eight models this year. all with an Anti-theft steering column lock, steel side guard beams, Full Coil suspension,
Body by Fisher, Engines by Chevy. And an awful lot of room.
Look into a walk-in at your Chevrolet dealer's soon.
Putting you fitst, keeps us first
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Broncos Outplay Jets To
Record 21-19 Win Sund4y

caller out cold in the fourth
By GREG GALLO
UPI Sports Writer
period.
ohnson ran for two touchOct. 3- New Concord __ Home
After Liske had put the
downs in the Browns' victory
The New York Jets bring out Broncos ahead with a 41-yard
over the Eagles.
Away
9 - Alm°
.7.
The start of a new season Green Bay looked like the
touchdown pass to Al Denson at
Home the best in their opponents14,:- Lynn Grove
-... was a time for new coaches to Green Bay of old as the
especially the Denver Broncos. the start of the final period,
Away
e celebrate Sunday, but the man Packers turned in their first
'
21 - New Concord
spirited Costa, a 260-pound defensive
young
and
r,
The
-.
•
• who enjoyed it the most was shutout since 1967 while beating
Home Broncos outplayed the Super tackle, drove his head into
28 - Faxon
StanattlikL
George Allen, the coach who the Bears. The Packers held
'Away Bowl champs 21-19 Sunday and Namath's midsection and sent
Nov. 7 - Kirksey
replaced himself.
streak the Jets quarterback crashing
ran
winning
their
le Sayers to 36 yards in 10
11- Lynn Grove
Away against the Jets to three to the ground in pain. Namath
Threeof the four new carries while Jim Grabowski
coaches in the National Foot- rushed for 86 yards and a TD.
Home games. Denver, a 10 point was stretched out on the turf
14 - Almo
ball League made successful Minnesota, which beat out
National League
25
Faxon
Away underdog, upset the Jets 21-13 for several minutes. He waved
his career, with two on in the
debuts as the 1969 season reen Bay for the Central
East
last year and in 1967 pulled a off back-up man Babe Parini
Home
Dec.
9
seventh inning for the big blow
KirkseY
W. L Pct. GB
opened and two of them pulled Division crown list season, had
and proceeded to move the Jets
33-24 surprise.
of the Braves' victory at San New York 93 61 .604 /off upsets.
Jan. 13-15-17 - Jr. Hi Tourney
Playing in Mile High Stadium day/afield for a touchdown as
a 23-10 lead over New York but
Diego.
4%
Joe
By
.574
Niekro suffered his Chicago
89 66
United Press International
..,.
'
But the key victory was rookie Don Herrmann caught
before 50,583, the largest crowd Emerson Boozer scored from
17th defeat.
83 71 .536 10% Home Games Start at -7:00 p.m. ever to see a football game in the two.
St. Louis
7, turned in by Allen, who was two touchdown paeses from
62 72 .532 11
"Cardy: It took 100 years of Gary Nolan pitched four-hit Pitts.
; fired by Los Angeles Rams' Fran Tarkenton in the final five
Colorado, the Broncos had their
With time running out, coach
61 92 .399 31%
baseball for your 100th win. ball for 8 2-3 innings, with Phila.
1- owner Dan Reeves last Decemblood boiling with emotion. But Weeb !Ai/bank elected to go for
minutesthis
42%
second
_329
51
104
with 59 Good luck for the second 100." Wayne Granger cleaning up, Montreal
81 71 .533 24% on the third play of the game the two point conversion that
ber and then rehired in January
Boston
West
The sign over Don Carchvell's and also, hit a two-run triple in
78 75 .510 28 Joe Namath, operating on a would have tied the game. But
Wash.
when the players rallied to secoeds left- to give Webster
W. L Pct. GB New York 75 77 .- 493 30%
locker told the story of the New the seventh inning for his
1: Allen's side. The Rams showed and the Giants the victory.
pair of gimpy knees, calmly oddly, Namath was taken out of
Ban Fran. 86 67 .562 - Cleveland
61 92 39945 tossed 54-yards to Matt Snell the game and Parilli came in
I Reeves made the right decision Rookie Warren Bankston, who York Mets after Sunday's 5-3 eighth victory for the Reds.
%
.558
68
Atlanta
86
West
"„. in the end by upsetting the had fumbled twice to set up a and 6-1 sweep of the Pittsburgh Rookie Mary Staehle hit his
and Jim Turner gave the Jets a for the crucial play. The 3982 70 .539 3%
Los Ang.
W. L. Pct. GB
1 defending NFL champions, the Detroit field goal and tuc,hdown, Pirates. They were foot-loose first major league homer in the
3-0 lead with a 15-yard field year old veteran threw weakly
4
.536
Cincinnati
81
70
61
.599
91
eighth inning, snapping a 6-6 tie
Minn.
Baltimore Colts, 27-20.
goal.
into the end zone and the ball
scored on a six-yard run with and fancy free again only 24
7
.517
Houston
78
73
.533
10
81 71
Oakland
enabling reliever Dan
Roman
Gabriel outplayed 2:57 left to give Pittsburgh the hours after being shocked by d
Jim fell incomplete, ending the Jets'
safety
Moments
later,
.314
38
Diego
48
105
San
38 84 .447 23
Calif.
-Johnny Unitas, throwing three triumph over Detroit. Dick Bob Moose's no-hitter. The cGuin to win his seventh
Hudson grabbed a Steve Tensi chances of breaking the Bronco
Sunday's Results
64 88 .421 zr
Kan City
‘touchdown
passes and the Shiner engineered a 68-yard magic number Is four and the rile for the Expos. Lowell New York 5 Pitts. 3, lat
pass and Namath directed a 65- Jinx.
27
.421
64
88
Chicago
suffered
the loss
champagne should flow in the almer
4.• Rams took advantage of an march for the winning score,
yard drive in 12 plays that
In other games Cincinnati
Pitts 1, 2nd
59 93 .388 32
Seattle
spite homers by Richie Allen New York 6,
intercepted pass and a fumble
culminated in Bill Mathis' one- defeated San
Diego 34-20,
Montreal 7 Phila. 6
Sonny Jurgensen tossed three Mets' clubhouse by the end of
d
Don
Money,
I recovery to record the victoy touchdown passes to give the the week.
yard touchdown run. Turner Houston tripped Buffalo 17-3
Chicago 4, St. Louis_ 3
Cardwell, 33, is the old man
1 that gave them the jump on the Lombardi era in Washington a
x-Clinched div. WI*
blanked
Cincinnati 4, Houston 1
kicked a 49-yard field goal near and
City
Kansas
1 Colts in their Coastal Division good start with the victory over of the Mets' staff and being a
Sunday's Results
Atlanta 8, San Diego 2
the 'end of the (quarter to give Boston 31-0.
Chicago 10 Kans City 2
'. struggle. The Colts were 15-1 New Orleans, The Washington winner probably gives him even
S. F. 4, L A. 3, 10 inns.
the Jets a 13-0,Ud. Rookie sensation Greg Cook
_
Seattle 4 Minnesota 3
- last year before losing in the defense, however, didn't seem greater satisfaction than it
Today's Probable, Pitchers
But the Bracos didn't get threw three touchdown passes
Detroit 9 Boston 0
'Super Bowl.
Ail limos EDT
,
too sound as Dale Livingston gives the kids on the team. Dave Duncan carried a .107
down on themselves, not even and ran for another to lead
St. Louis, trile; 15-12 at New Cleveland 4 Washington, 3
Alex Webster, whose New rushed 27 times for 142 yards. Cardwell, after all, has been a batting average into the Athleafter Tensi, their starting Cincinnati to their second
Oakland 12 California 2
York Giants upset Minnesota
quarterback, left early in the straight. victory.
Atlanta won its first opening habitual loser since before the tics' 12-2 rout Sunday over the York, Seaver 23-7, 8 p. m.
Only games scheduled
Atlanta, Niekro 20-13 at Hou24-23, Chuck
Noll, whose game in its four-year history as Mets were formed in 1962. His California Angels and came out
second period with a bruised
Pittsburgh Steelers nipped De- Bob Berry tossed touchdown career goes back to 1957 and it of the contest with five RBI on ston, Dierker 20-0, 8:30 p.
Pete Beathard broke open a
knee. Floyd. Little, who later
Today's Probable Pitchers
San Francisco, Bolin 7-7 at
troit 16-13 and Vince Lombardi, passes of 13 and 42 yards to has been a rocky road, indeed, a homer, a single and a walk
was to leave the fiercely played close defensive battle with a 56All Times EDT
whose Washington
Redskins Jim Mitchell, to beat San with only a 92-115 lifetime with the bases loaded. The win San Diego, Corkins 1-2, 11 p. m.
contest with an injured shoul- yard pass to Roy Hopkins in
Los Angeles, Sutton 17-15 at
New York, Peterson 16-15 at der, an Steve O'Neill's punt 47 the fourth period and Hoyle
beat New Orleans 26-20, were Francisco. San Francisco had record and 10 losing seasons to prevented the Minnesota Twins
m.
Garman
0-0,
7:30
p.
Boston,
Cincinnati,
Maloney
10-5,
8
p.
show
prior
to
this
year.
from clinching the American
the three new coaches making never lost a regular season
yards and twcil plays later Granger scored the crucial
Seattle, Brunet 8-12 at CaliBut. Cardwell came through League's Western Division title In.
successful debuts. The loser game to Atlanta.
scored
from the one. O'Neill touchdown from one yard out to
fornia, Messersmith 16-9, U p,
••.
Only games scheduled
Sunday with a seven-hitter, his as the Twins lost to keep their
was Jerry Williams, whose
had Previously set an all-pro pace the Oilers over the
.Timsday's
iirst
complete
game
since
May
magic number at one;.
Philadelphia Eagles lost tO
Cirerisiithr
Ptiril. - inspired BUTS. Minnesota. Miller 4-4 at Kan6, to complete the sweep of the One Minnesota victory Or one St. L6u1s at N. Y., night
_ Cleveland 27-20.
Mike Garrett scored two
from
Pete
Liske,
a
castoff
City,
Rooker
4-14,
8:30
sas
p.
m.
Phila
at
Pittsburgh, night
Plates and restore the Mets' Oakland defeat will clinch it for
In the other games, Green
touchdowns
and Len Dawson
the
Canadian
Football
League,
Onlygames
scheduled
lead over the Chicago Cubs in the Twins, as the A's remain 10 Montreal at Chicago
Bay started to prove the "Pack
replaced Tensi and threw a 21- passed for two -more as the
las-night
Los-Ang
.at
2,
the Eastern Division of the games behind with 10 -games
- Will Be Back" by beating
yard TIT pass -to Mike 'Haffner ICansas -CRY Chiers won their
Atlanta at Houston, night
Chicago 17-0, Dallas topped St. By United Press International National League to 4'iz games. remaining.
Tuesday's Genies
consecutive
league
to give the Broncos a 14-13 lead seventh
S.
F.
at
San
Diego,
night
Any combination of New In other American League
Louis 24-3 and Atlanta upset
Chicago at Oakland 2, twi
at the half.
game by routing the hapless
Notre
Dame
35,
Nerthw.
10
York
victories
and
Cub
losses games, Seattle defeated MinneSan Francisco 24-12,
Seattle at Calif., night
An enraged defense led by Patriots. Garrett scored on a
"'•,-•.. Wash St. 10, Illinois 18
American League
which total four will win the sota 4-3, Detroit shut out Boston
Minn at Kans City, night
Los Angeles, trailing 17-10 in
Rich
Jackson and Paul Costa 23-yard pass from Dawson and
East
Michigan 42, Vanderbilt 14
title
for
the
Mets. The
the third period, rallied for the
stopped Namath
cold
in a on a four-yard run. Dawson hit
W. L. Pct. GB Wash at Detroit, night
9-0, Cleveland edged WashingOregon St. 42, Iowa 14
unbelieveable
has
become
comBaltimore at Cleve., night
triumph over the Colts. A 31scoreless third period and Otis Taylor for his other
x-Baltimore 106 47 693
romped
4-3,
and
Chicago
ton
Oklahoma 48, Wisconsin 21
monplace at Shea Stadium.
New York at Boston, night
yard run by rookie Larry Smith
almost put the Jet's star signal- scoring pass.
Detroit
86 67 562 20
Missouri 19, Air Force 17
The Cubs defeated the St. over Kansas City 10-2.
set up a 12-yard TD pass from
In National League action,
Mich. St. 27, Washington 11
Louis
Cardinals,
4-3,
the
San
Gabriel to Willie Ellison that
Utah St. 14, Bowl. Gr. 6
Francisco Giants beat the Los New York took a publeheader
tied the game 17-17.
and 6-1,
So. Calif. 31, Nebraska 21
Angeles
Dodgers, 4-3, the from Pittsburgh
On the next series, Ed
Chicago edged St. Louis 4-3,
Wayne St. 14, Ferris 7
Atlanta
Braves
downed
the
San
Meador intercepted a Unitas
Diego Padres, 8-2, the Cincinna- Atlanta routed San Diego 8-2,
pass on the Colt 35, ran it back Kenyon 33, Centre 28
Cin. 26, Wm. & Mary 18
ti Reds topped the Houston San Francisco squeaked by Los
to the 11 and Bruce Gossett
Miami (0) 19, Dayton 9
Astros, 4-1, and the Montreal Angeles 4-3, Montreal bested
kicked a 15-yard field goal that
Expos nipped the Philadelphia Philadelphia 7-6 and Cincinnati
illiput the Rams ahead 20-17. Bob Albion 32, Depauw 19
U. 35, Kent St. 0
Phillies, 7-6, in other NL beat Houston 4-1.
Mrklein then recovered Preston Ohio
Duncan's second homer of the
impson 30, Wartburg
games.
Pearson's fumble on a punt
year drove in three runs in the
Lawrence 42, Coe 14
American
League,
In
the
return on the Colt 13 and
rinnell 22, Cornell (lo.) 17
Seattle beat Minnesota, 4-3, Oakland triumph, as southpaw
Gabriel hit Wendell Tucker in
o. Ulinois 47, Idaho 30 •
Oakland routed California, 12-2, Jim Roland, a relief specialist
the end zone two plays later to
making his first start of th
Baldwin-Wallace 52, Findlay 6--wrap it up.
Cleveland eagee Washington 4.. year, breezed to his third
oledo 45, Villanova 18
While Los Angeles is now the
Cleveland routed California,12-2, victory on a four-hitter,
• kron 40, Tampa 0
team to beat in the Coastal
Reggie Jackson played second
3, Chicago ripped Kansas City,
.Dak. St. 28, N. Mich. 14
Division, Dallas showed it has a
and
Detroit
swamped
fiddle
to Duncan for RBI
10-2,
Purdue
42, TCU 35
good chance to defend its
honor
knocking in four runs
Boston, 9-0.
aea-19-4.-110-4.-.0-10-4,-10-19-11b•-410-411e4.491
Capitol Division crown even Ark. 39, Okla. St. 0
Ferguson Jenkins scattered on two cionbles and two singles,
Wyoming
23,
Arizona
7'
with Craight Morton and Bob
nine hits and singled in the while Ted Kubiak sent home
Hayes sidelined. Roger Stau- Rice 55, Va. Military 18
4
decisive
run in the seventh two tallies on a triple and three
bach stepped in at quarterback Kans. St. 48, Baylor 15
Bert
singles.
Campaaeris
also
to
win
his
21st
game
for
Inning
and tossed a 75 yard scoring Tex. A&I 21, Trinity (Tx.) 6
the Cubs. Jenkins also struck cracked out three safeties in
pass to Lance Rentzel in a E. Cen. Okla 47, Ark, MM 14 out four, raising his league. the 13-hit Oakland attack; ,
surprisingly easy win over St. SW Tex. 24, Tex Luth 24 (tie) leading season total to 265.
Seattle's John Kennedy broke
Louis, rated a Century Division Abilene Ch. 36, E. Tex. 32
Randy Hundley homered for the a 3-3 tie with a sixth-inning
contender.
Buffalo 17,. Xavier 0
Cubs and Vada Pinson and Curt homer to give the Pilots the
Cleveland, defending Eastern Syracuse 14, Iowa St. 13
Flood connected for the Cardin- victory over Minnesota. The
Champion,
Conference
was Army 31, New Mexico 14
game-winning blow, his fourth
als.
hampered when Leroy Kelly
49, Maine 7
The Giants retained their of the year, offset two homers
pulled a hamstring muscle in Penn St. 45, Navy 22
Harmon
Killebrew and
half-game lead in the Western by
the first period but rookie Ron Birdgeport 14, Adelphi 0
Division when Willie McCovey enabled John O'Donoghue to
Bucknell 24, Hofstra 19
scored with two out and the even
his
record at 2-2.
Union (NY) 36, Wcstr T. 8
bases filled in the 10th inning Killebrew's homers raised his
Grambling 30, Morgan St, 12
on an error by shortstop Maury total to 46 and gave him 136
Alfred 39, Renn. Poly 21
RBI for the year. Both marks
Wills.
Rutgers 44, Lafayette 22
Ah
Hank Aaron hit his 43rd pace the major leagues.
Boston U. 20, Colgate 0
homer of the season, 553rd of
Cleveland's Vern Fuller sinN.E. 38, C.W.Post 8
gled home Ken Harrelson with
N.C. St. 10, N.C. 3
Temple 47, Rhode Island 3
two on and the bases full in the
Alabama 17, Va. Tech 13
Delaware 52, Gettysburg 0
bottom of the ninth to give
W.
Va. 31, Maryland 7
Wash Si Lee 14, Twsn St 13
Cleveland the victory over
Clemson 21, Virginia 14
Miss. 28, Memphis St. 3
Washington.
Term. 31, Chattanooga 0
Ga. Tech 24, SMU 21
The Senators had tied the
Georgia 35, Tulane 0
Indiana 58, Kentucky 30
contest in the top of the ninth
6 SO a 13 tubeless
Tenn. St. 40, Ky. St. 0
Mac kwatP
Florida 59, Houston 34
when Mike Epstein raced home
plus $119 red.
S.
4
Carolina
27,
Duke
20
Miss. St. 17, Richmond 14
on an error by catcher Duke
LaTax No
Fla. St. 24, Wichita St. 0
trade in needed.
Sims to make it 3-3. The
Auburn 57, Wake Forest 0
So. Miss. 14, SE La. 6
victory went to rookie reliever
a4
La. St. 35, Texas A&M 6
Phil Hennigan, now 2-1, while
•
tubber adds st rength
A Special Invitation to:
Louisville 17, So. Ill. 13
Senators' rookie Jan Dukes
Iii the body and miles Ii, lit,, lreail
• \lore thins 11,INP,1 gripping edges give
PRESIDENTS& TREASURERS OF Furman 14, Presbyterian 12
dropped to 0-2.
Ed
Ii ii
Herrmann's three-run
slarl
GROUPS,CLUBS,ASSOCIATIONS Oregon 28, Utah 17
iir shine ,
homer highlighted an eight-run
m.2
rownsoCiada sr
Colorado 35, Tulsa 14
To plan an enchanting
• \Indent wrapIrvin! provnirit
third inning for Chicago as the
Texas 17, California 0
evening with:
sleeting colon I in llie limns
White Sox thrashed the Royals
Wyoming 23, Arizona 7
on Joe Horlen's 99th map
Stanford 63 San Jose St. 21
14 Pnicm OMR AVAIIAIRI ON TRES1 OIRFR Si/ES 11111
THE MOST
league victory.
Nevada 27, Willamette 7
BEAUTIFUL
Fed 44 Ian
The Sox slashed out eight
Type
1%1 Tire 2nd Tire
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...SHOW IN
UCLA 42, Pittsburgh 8
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MURRAY STATE
Price
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Loyola (cal.) 40, Edwards AFB and Tom McCraw adding a runWhile
,_
52 07
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BUY TVV,0
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producing single. McCraw also
0
52 20
i0.75 12.25
414. N
/ 1, 14
White
4.50
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$220
AND
SAVEOFFER
home
a
run
first
doubled
in
the
Hawaii 16, N.M. High. 16 (tie)
52 36
-,,, ,„
23.65
141.''
to give the Sox an early lead
MIIPSTAIISemiN1111011 Fresno St. 27, Cal Poly 7
-ENDS SAT NIGHT! Ii . 14 .61,ii.
27 40 10.1u
52 16
that
was
wiped
out
by
Joe
Hayward St. 10, Whittier 7
Foy's solo homer in the second.
Cal Poly (Slo) 71 S.F. St. 7
The
victory was Horlen's 13th
U
of
Pac.
21,
W.
Mich
0
from Sponsor
1970
against 15 losses.
Idaho St. 48, Parsons 6
Detroit rookie Mike Kilkenny
Montana 31, so. Dakota 20
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St.
20
Young
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Brig
MID-SOUTH COLISEUM
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train ,
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Call Mr. Ray Glasgow
210 East Main
See Allen Rose or
Pettigrew, for at least six wee- safeties and two RBI apiece.
Non 527442a or (901) 527-3421
Pettigrew suffered a torn Kilkenny raised his record to 7ks.
Or
writs
lo:
Group
Sales
Orrica
Bruce Thomas
do Early Marwell Associates
right knee ligament in Sunday's 5, while Gary Wagner, making
Phone: 753-5617
III South Melo Street
game with the Washington Red- his first American League
Memphis, Tennessee. 38103
start, dropped to 1-3.
skins.
TIMES

By VITO STELLiho
UPI Sports Writer
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Baseball Roundup

11

National League

I

t

American League

Weekend College
Football Results

•

powerful
'a/ length.

Diet.

1357
love.

TIRE CLEARANCE
SALE OW-ALL TIRES

GOODIVEAN

1/2? cisittE

t,wonderful picturel

BUY FIRST TIRE AT REGULAR PRICE
G ET SECOND TIRE AT Y2 REGULAR PRICE!

Get Free Tickets
Murray Federal
Savings and
Loan Office

1

OLLIE

BUY NOW ON OUR EASY PAY PLAN -FREE MOUNTING!

BILBREY'S
• • ' 11-411 .1 are

•
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Phone 753-1917 or 753-4947

Mrs. J. B. Burkeen

Voweafdt,
Are all fat
men unloved?

n

Monday, September
The Beta Sigma Phi sorority
will meet at the Community
Center, Ellis Drive, at 7:30 p.m.
• ••
The South Pleasant Grove
Homemakers Club will meet at
the home of Mrs. Dennis Boyd
at one p.m.

By Abigail Van Buren
DEAR ABBY • I read with interest the letter from "FAT
MAN'S WIFE," because I am a fat man. I am 20 years old, 6
feet tall, and weigh 285 pounds.
Your contention that "there are a lot of fat men who
haven't suffered any loss of love" is ridiculous.
I haven't had a date in months and I don't blame any girl
for finding me repulsive. But it's a vicious circle, because
feeling 'unloved, I eat more and more, and get fatter and
fatter.
I've been told that I am intelligent, have a good
personality, a good sense of humor, and it is only my bulk
that keeps the girls away.
So, Abby, you are wrong, and here is one fat man to
FATSO IN PHILLY
prove it.

MONDAY — SEPTEMBER 27 1949

MURRAY, KENTUCKY

Mrs. Delia Graham
Hostess For Meet
Of Church Women

The home of Mrs. Delia Graham was the scene of the Sep
teraber meeting of the Cumber
land Presbyterian Women of
the North Pleasant Grove
Church.
.111M10. •1111
••••• ••=1•••
Mrs. Harold Swift was the
leader for the program on "Preparation Through Education'
with the study question being
"What Is the Task Of ChristMembers of thetidurray High ian Educatien in the Church
School Chapter of the Future foday?"
Homemakers of America attendThe scripture from Matthew
ed the district meeting held
9:16 17 and I Corinthians 5:17Saturday, September 3, at Lowes
18 was read by Mrs.'43wift. The
High School.
.
opening prayer was by Rev.
Each
attended a
person
Ed Glover.
group meeting to learn of each
Mrs. Johnny Hina discussed
officer's new responsibilities. "20th Century Values" and Mrs.
Miss Susan Hale of Murray
Paul Cunningham's topic was
High is district song leader and
"Who Will Answer".
conducted her own workshop, The Bible study on "Jesus
helped to present the meeting
and Nicodemus" was given by
theme, "Team Up For Leader- Mrs. Swift who read from
ship", the goals for the yew. Psalm's 51:10-11
and led in songs for the group
Officers attending were Su.
Mrs Ed Glover and Mrs. Harsan Hale, Suzanne HaI4, Nanc) old Swift were elected as deMathis, Erma Kendall, Marilyn legates to attend the Presbytery
Parks, Bonnie Cohoon, Jenny at the Wingo Church on OctoBarker, Jennifer Taylor, Celia ber 23. Mrs. Johnny Hina and
Simmons, Patricia Evans, and Mrs. Margaret Nell Boyd are
Gail Russell. Nancy Spann was iliernates.
a member at large and Amy
The president, Mrs. Boyd,
Wilson took the place of the presided and Mrs. Edwin Cain,
president, Miss Hale, as she secretary, read the minutes and
was district song leader.
called the roll. A rummage sale
Also attending were Mrs. C WiS planned for Saturday, OctoT. Lilly and Mrs. A. B. Crass. ber 4, starting at 7:3C A.M. at
advisors, and Miss Sheri Hurd the American Legion Hall.
of Clinton, student teacher in Other memb,:rs present. not
home eronomics at Murray
High School.

North Murray Club Murray High FHA
Meets In Home Of Members At Meet
Mrs. Crawford
The North Murray Homemakers Club met in the home of
Mrs. Charlie Crawford, West
Main Street, on Friday, Septeni.
ber 12, at one-thirty o'clock in
the afternoon.

• ••

Mrs. John Workman, president, presided and Mrs. B. .1.
Hoffman gave the devotion :and
a poem, "God's Beauty".
Nine members and two visitors answered the roll call with
a household hint. Mrs. Craw.
ford, secretary, called the roll
and read the minutes.
Twelve ditty bags are being
made by the club for the Vietnam soldiers at Christmas. Soy
eral will be filled by the men'
hers.

The Creative Arts Department of the Murray Woman's
Club will meet at the club
house at 9:30 a.m. Hostesses
will be Mesdames Jack Anderson, Charles Archer, and
Jack Blackwell.
Os.
The Great Books Discussion
group will meet at the MurrayCalloway CourAy Library at
seven p.m.
DEAR FATSO: There are no statistics available on the
Mrs. Bailey Biggins present
•••
amount of loving one gets in relation to his weight, but I do
the lesson on "Low Calorie
ed
The Ruth Sunday School Class Meals—. She also directed the
know that not all fat men tor fat womenl are "repulsive" to
will
Church
Baptist
First
of the
recreational period.
the opposite sex.
meet at the home of Mrs. VernThe landscape _notes or
on Nance, Dogwood Drive West. "Planting of Fall Bulbs" wert
DEAR ABBY: My husband's grandmother is a dear little
at 7:30 p.m.
given by Mrs. Bernice Boyd.
•• •
lady of 79, and my problem is that she loves to sew. I only
Refreshments were served 13)
23
September
Tuesday,
wish she knew how.
the hostess, Mrs. Crawford, as
Elementary
Kirksey
The
She insists on making things for Tammy, my
sisted by Mrs. Ivan Outland.
•••
School PTA will meet at the
four-year-old daughter, and Abby, some of those creations
LasCharlie
p.m.
1:30
at
school
are pretty awful. I don't know where she finds the material,
Other members present, net
siter will otre the speaker and
Unless you have a good amamentioned, were
and she must use patterns from 1922.
previously
the seventh grade mothers will
family, it
Mrs. Be teur plumber in the
Boitnott,
Robert
Mrs.
Also her workmanship leaves much to be desired.
be the hostesses.
call a professional at
to
wise
is
Gibbs
Angie
Mrs.
and
stays
ma Cole,
• ••
(Crooked collars and button holes so large that nothing
of trouble. s
7wo visitors were Mrs. Howlicd an) din
buttoned. She doesn't "finish" a hem—she just hacks off the.
Wednesday, September 24
Zieefie Wilbottom with a pinking shears].
The ladies day luncheon will Guthrie and Mrs.
latter becoming a
Dust lampshades with is
be served at noon at the Callo- 'Son, with the
She keeps asking me, "Why doesn't Tammy ever wear
member.
new
soft cloth or a vacuum
clean
with
Club
Country
County
way
that little dress I made for her?" I keep saying, "Oh, it's too
meeting
attachment. Plastic
10th
October
The
cleaner
Mesdames
being
the hostesses
nice, Nana. She's saving it for a special occasion." I hate to
of
washable shades can
home
the
in
other
held
be
will
and
Robert 0. Miller, James Boone,
IN A PICKLE
a damp cloth. k
lie. But what can I do?
with
Boitnott.
wiped
Robert
Mrs.
be
Eugene Flood, James Frank,
Bill Hina, Bill Holt, Albert
DEAR IN: Have Tammy wear one of Nana's "creations"
Koertner, John Livesay, Tip
when you visit Nana—or when Nana visits you. That's not
Miller, Hugh Oakley, Louis C.
,
ank
give
it
would
pleasure
the
much of a sacrifice considering
Ryan, and Charles Sexton.
elderly lady.
• ••
Wagon NewWelcome
The
DEAR ABBY: Please try to make this letter good
comers monthly bridge club will
meet in the cafeteria of the
enough to use in your column. It is a message on behalf of all
Student Union Building, MSU,
the adopted kids in this country
at 7:30 p.m. with Mrs. Robert
Dear Adults:
Kimball as hostess.
Please, please give us a chance. Why do some of you
•••
keep remarking about how we are bound to turn out "bad"
September 23
Thursday,
like our unwed mothers? I am 16 and I am proud to say that
The Magazine Club will meet
I am adopted.
at the Holiday Inn at 2:30 p.m.
To all parents who have adopted children: We love you.
with Mrs. Clyde Downs as nos.
learn
we
learn,
we
Everything
parents.
REAL
our
YOU are
teas.
•••
from you. All we inherit from our other parents are our
The Zeta Department of the
looks, but YOU make us what we are. It is YOU and your
Murray Womlin's Club will
friends we watch and try to be like.
meet at the club house at 7:30
How could any mother look at a tiny infant and think
p.m. with Dr. Samuel R. Dodshe may turn out "bad" because of a mistake made by a
son, Jr., as speaker. Hostesses
man and woman that child never even knew?
are Mesdames James R. AllAnd to those people who think you can inherit a bad
britten, H. B. Bailey, Jr., Jack
character, how do you account for the minister's child who
Bailey, Owen Barber, William
goes to prison for rape? Or the police chief's daughter who
Barker, and Max Beale.
• ••
gets hooked on drugs? Inheritance? I don't think so.
Please, give us adopted kids a chance. God bless you,
Saturday, September V
ADOPTED AND GRATEFUL
The Alpha Department o f
Abby.
the Murray Woman's Club will
—— _
have a luncheon meet at the
.
i"
..1k.
•
"
DEAR ABBY: May I say a few words to "ADOPTED
Mrs.
Don
at
noon.
club
house
AND HURT?" I don't believe adopted children are products
Keller will be special guest.
449.°
Z:
4
4
of "bad" parents.
44
fl‘ 4
, gle
11
Hostesses will be Mesdames
A child is like a rose. Well-tended and cultivated it will
TOYOTA
V
William Barker, J. I. Hosick,
cc vy
ybloom into a beautiful flower. Unattended it is starved and
y g CORONA w v
G. B. Scott, P. A. Hart, Leland
choked with weeds. The results are not due to the seed—but
1969
Owen, and Miss Cappie Beale.
•••
the "care."
4
So if you have kind and loving foster or adopted parents
who care, you will be a winner in any show.
Cleanliness is the best insurance against insect damage to
PROUD ADOPTED PARENTS
clothing and furnishings. Regular vacuuming of out-of-theEverybody has a problem. What's years? For a personal
way places is recommended
reply write to Abby, Box 69700, Los Angeles, Cal. 90069, and
since the larvae of clothes
enclose a stamped, self-addressed envelope.
moths and carpet beetles genRoad Test Magazine wanted to find the
erally are found in warm, huFor Abby's booklet, "How to Have a Lovely Wedding,"
mid.
dark
areas.
ideal import. They surveyed over 30,000
seed 11 to Abby, Box 69700, Los Angeles, Cal. 116•611.

•

Commercial drain cleaners
which contain lye are helpful
but should be used very seldom.
Take special precautions with
lye since it can cause permanent dadiage to porcelain and
other materials, not to mention
the burns you can receive if
you are not careful.

*0*

previously mentioned, were Mrs
Ed Glover, Mrs. J. D Robinson,
and Mrs. Merritt Lawson. Via
itor swere Mr. and Mrs. Danny
Knouff, Mrs Christian Sherman, Miss Dula Graham, and
=
Rev Glover.
Refreshments.were served by
the hostess.
The October meeting will be
neld at the home of Mn. Danny Knouff with Mrs Edwin
Cain as leader

Soft by day, shiny by night this about sums up the look of
fall fashions for the coed set.
Much of the daytime softness
comes from the fabrics, for knits
are a heavy favorite. And the
sweater look is a big thing for
fall. Shiny satins, metallic knits
and velveteens highlight the date
dress scene.

BENEFITS IN BRIEF

resulting from intercollegiate athletics and college infirmary
care—NOT COVERED.)

(Injuries

SPECIAL FEATURES
• Year 'round COMPREHENSIVE protection—single or
family
• Semi-Annual billing at your home
• Special coverage designed for full-time UNDERGRADUATES
• NO enrollment fee or medicareTtirhination required
• After leaving school, continuous coverage is available.

owners. They tested all imported makes.
Their choice? Toyota Corona. With an
engine that goes from 0-to-60 in 16 seconds. Quietly. Tops 90 mph. And delivers great gas mileage. The choice is
not surprising. But the low price may be.

WHO IS ELIGIBLE? All full-time undergraduate students
attending an accredited university or college. (Normally
students over age 19 are not covered by their parents'
Blue Cross and Blue Shield Family Plan.)

2-doer hardtop

FOR MORE INFORMATION about this program or
other BLUE CROSS and BLUE SHIELD plans available COMPLETE AND MAIL THE COUPON BELOW

$2135'

Offer Good Tuesday and Wednesday, Sept. 23rd & 24th

0

LADIES & MEN

5 LONG COATS

BLUE CROSS''and BLUE SHIELD'

$1.09 rci

3101 Bardstown Road•Louisville, Ky. 40205•(502) 452-1511
lk Registered service marks of the AmOrican Hospital Association
ft 'Registered service marks of the National Association of Blue Shield Plans

EACH

4 door ...don

* ALL WORK GUARANTEED *
Never An Extra Charge for One Hour Service
One moue
eggroom1
•
THE MOST IN DRY CLEANING

ONE-HOUR
Martinizing

ONE HOUR SERVICE

rri

KENTUCKY PHYSICIANS MUTUAL, INC.

BLUE CROSS HOSPITAL PLAN, INC.

$1

de

•

BLUE CROSS (70 DAY) Comprehensive Plan—
for hospital care with $25 daily room allowance.
Other COVERED hospital services PAID IN FULL
AND
dical Plan—
Sur4ical-Me
'($405)
SHIELD
2. BLUE
for physicians care
PLUS—X-RAY and ANESTHESIA allowances
AND IN-HOSPITAL MEDICAL allowances

Yea!

w
S-2.

•

1

i

OFFER

Use cotton thread to mend
leather gloves. Silk thread can
cut the leather.

Pursue your college education without fear of
serious financial loss due to sickness or accident.

noise
once in a while.

MD:filing

•••

Fash ionettes
By United Pre% International
Latest import from
Scandinavia is in the footwear
division — clogs for men, women
and children. These are slip-ons,
without backs, but with thick
wooden soles. Those who fancy
them declare them the most
comfortable footwear around,
especially for those on their feet
for long hours each day. T
shoes, which are made
Sweden and Norway, hay
rubber, skid-proof pads attached
to the bottom of the sole and
heel. Uppers come in a variety of
styles and colors. One shop
owner featuring the clogs, Harry
Vallin, says of them — "They are
easy to break in, but it takes a
few test runs to get used to
them."

QUALITY HEALTH CARE PROTECTION
DESIGNED . . . ESPECIALLY FOR YOU

likes to
make a little

SPECIAL

Mr. and idepa Phillip Vance,
1808 College Farm Road, Murray, are the parents of a baby
boy, Phillip Jeffrey, weighing
ten pounds two OtInCeS, born on
Wednesday, September 17, at
8:55 pm. at the Murray-Calloway County Hospital
The new father is a student
at Murray State University.
Grandparents are Mr. a n d
Mrs Sidney Vance of Paducah
and Mr. and Mrs. Charles Hopson of Metropolis, Ill

BLUE CROSS and BLUE SHIELD
___COLLEGESTUPENT PROGRAM

Even a
quiet car
like
Toyota Corona

ONE HOUR SERVICE

1 RTI

950 *

HATCHER
SALES
AUTOStreet,
Murray, Ky.
South 12th
11-0Y10:1]1A
'POE

.oi•••••Il 1.••• at<••••••••, ••••cors. Or...61
Wic• Wv,

o...,

BLUE CROSS and BLUE SHIELD
3101 Bardstown Road, Louisville, Ky. 40205

HEALTH CARE PROFESSIONALS

NAME

HOME
ADDRESS

CITY

STATE

MAMMON

Please send me, without obligation, information on
benefits and eligibility requirements.
I am:

ZIP

health

A COLLEGE STUDENT
..
0 64 years of age or unditr
00ver 65 years of age
L1A member getting married.
Interestwi irr forming a group

i41A member reaching 19.

COMPANY

CITY
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ROCK DISPLAYED

WASHINGTON UPI - The Smithsonian Institution puts on display a single moon rock this
week. The rock will be displayed,
beginning Wednesday, in a nitrogen-filled glass container surrounded by a plexiglass bubble
The Pennyrile Art Exhibit, three inches in diameter.
sponsored by the Hopkinsville
Area Art Guild and held at
Hopkinsville Community Col- AGAINST PIPE'DREAMS
lege as a part of the College's
WILLISTON, N.D. UPI - A
Amu* festival of the arts, will
be conducted this year October Department of the Interior offi12-19. George Draper, Guild pre- cial said today oil import consident, said that artists through- trols would be needed even if
out 15 counties are being asked Alaska drilling .produced a big
strike. Dr. Wilson M. Laird,
to participate.
Counties of participation in- director of the department's off:dude McCracken, Marshall, Cal- ice of oil and gas, told the North
loway, Lyon, Trigg, Caldwea, Dakota Oil and Gas Association
Simpson, Hopkins, Muhlenberg, that dropping the coatrols still
Todd, Logan, Warren, Christ- would leave the United States
ian and the Tennessee counties "intolerably vulnerable to events
of Montgomery and Robertson. in foreign producing countries."
Prize money totaling $500 wilt
be awarded winning entries in
final and he reserves the right
the following four categories
oil painting; watercolor, casein, to reject any entry.
Jurors will be Dr. Siegfried
tempera; prints, drawings, pasEmeritus,
Director
tels, serigraphs; and mixed me- Weng,
Museum of Arts and
dia, collage. Acrylics may en- Evansville
Science, Evansville, Indiana and
ter any but the third mentionMrs. Geraldine H. Weng.
be
must
work
category.
All
ed
Exhibition Directors are Dr.
original. Work in all categories
must be framed and equipped Thomas L. Riley, Director, HopCommunity College;
with screws and wire for hang- kinsville
Mr.
Frank
Thompson, Art CoNo
accepted.
not
be
will
ing or
ordinator and Instructor, Hopkitem shall exceed 4' x 8' in
insville Community College;
painted surface. Workainormaland Mr.' George Draper, Guild
ly framed under glass will be
accepted without glass. All President, The Art Guild Committee for the Exhibit is-comwork must have been completprised of Mrs. Herman Fuqua,
ed after January 1, 1967. No
Mrs. Elizabeth Woodard. Mrs.
wort previously exhibited in
Don Bilyeau, Mr. Sam Gilkey,
at
the
Exhibit
Art
the Pennyrile
Mrs. Ronald P'Pool and Mrs.
college will be accepted. The
decisions of the Juror will be Eloise K. Jervis.
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BOTTOMS UP-UPPED
WARSAW UPI - Poles today
paid 15 per cent more for vodka
and 35 per cent more for beer
after the fourth price increase
on alcohol in the last 15 years.
MAYFIELD, Ky., Sept. 20 The prices were raised Sunday
by the government in an effort Pfc. Kenneth Pease, 20, has
to check a steady rise in drink- been listed as killed in action in
South Vietnam on Wednesday.
ing in the country.
He was the son of Mr. ord
LEVVITTOWN, PA.(UPI)-Mrs. Jessie Pease of Hickory
Black hats are not always worn Rt. 2.
by the "baddies."
The family was notified of his
Two gunmen in white hats death yesterday through ROTC
held up the First Pennsylvania officials at Murray State UniBank branch in the Bensalem versity.
Plaza shopping center Thursday
Pfc. Pease attended Lowes
and fled with $8,000.
High School before entering the
One of the robbers, over six Army. He was serving with the
feet tall, wore a white cowboy 20th Infantry Division, Company
hat. The other wore a white C of the First Battalion.
straw hat

Pfc. Pease
Is Killed
In Action

Kentucky
Papers Set
New Record
Kentucky
newspapers are
making news as well as reporting it these days.
Daily newspaper circulation
in the state soared to an alltime high of 767,645 last year,
up 9.5 per cent from the 700,904 circulation of 10 years ago,
according to a study of Southern newsprint consumption
trends, announced today.
During the 10-year span,
newsprint consumption by Kentucky daily newspapers rose
from 54,089 tons in 1958 to 75.333 tons last year, said Richard
J. Appert, vice president of
Kimberly - Clark Corporation,
whose Alabama newsprint plant
is the largest in the U.S.
The growth in newsprint use
not only circulation increases
but also the fact that many
newspapers have been enlarging daily and Sunday editions
to give readers more news and
advertising, Appert said.
"These trends are most impressive in the light of competition from other media," Appert said. "It indicates that an
increasing number of people
regard newspapers as their basic_ source of news.N __
Appert said that as a result
of general newspaper health in
the South, newsprint producers
have been expanding their facilities to meet growing de
mancis. Total Southern news-

sa
---The
Airlines DC-9 jetliner lies in a field
wing
of
an
Allegheny
COLLISION
DIE
IN
AIR
83
22 miles southeast of Indianapolis, Ind„ after It was struck by a light plane while in its
landing pattern. The pilot of the single-engine plane and 82 persiais aboard jet perished.
rolled onto California highways be allowed under California law
Friday in a direct challenge to in 1974.
steam
and electric engine
California's anti-smog regulamanufacturers .fn the race to tions are the toughest in the
produce a smog free automo- nation.
bile.
The new :fuel system was
major
said .no
McJones
approved by the Air Resources automobile manufacturer had
Board and demonstrated Thurs- asked to put the system into
day for Gov. Ronald Reagan mass production but "it could
SACRAMENTO, Calif.(UPI)
and other state officials.
become- practice/ in - a year or
- A natural gas powered car
Robert W. McJones, consult- so if an all-out effort were
ing engineer for Pacific Light- made."
print production capacity rose ing System, developer of the
from 910,000 tons to 1,785,000 method of converting a regular
One hindrance to immediate
tons in the last 10 years.
engine to natural gas, said the conversion to natural gas is the
One of the South's primary conversion would cost about scarcity of suppliers at convesources of newsprint, the Coosa $300.
nient locations throughout the
River plant near Birmingham, The legislature for the past state.
has outstripped the industry at two years has made approprialarge in expanding capacity. tions and aciopted measures
which
The two gas tanks
The plant was founded as a- urging manufacturefs- to -eve-resevfnble hospital oXygerr cylincooperative venture by a group lop some type of engine which
ders are attached inside the
of Southern newspaper pub- will not produce smog.
trunk of the car and will take
lishers in 1950 and it became
Ten division of motor vehicles
automobile 75-100
a part of Kimberly-Clark I n cars were loaned to Pacific an average
_
miles.
1962.
Lighting for the one and half
If the vehicle runs out of
Annual capacity at Coosa Riv- year test of natural gas. The
an
er has grown from 100,000 to highway patrol is allowing two natural gas or is carrying
switch on
a
load
heavy
extra
440,000 tons, and the plant now
of its vehicles to be used for the dashboard may be pulled
supplies more than 200 news- testing a steam engine.
which returns the car to normal
papers from Texas to MaryMcJones said the natural gas gasoline power.
land.
less smog than will

Natural Gas
Car Makes
Its Debut

car caused

Admiral
11•

REAL SALE

MONDAY - SEPTEMBER 22, 1969

MURRAY, KENTUCKY

Plymouth

COLLEGE CLEANERS
1411 Olive Blvd.
— FREE PICKUP and DELIVERY —
Phone 7$.1-1452
Truly Pine Cleaning

Executive Shirt Service *

*

D&S CAPSULES

$1.49
Sedative for Temporary
Relief of Simple
Nervous Tension
Each Capsule Contains:
88mg

-PhenyitolexasninegGitrateSalicylamide

130

mg

Distributed by

DALE & STUBBLEFIELD DRUGS
Murray, Ky. 42071

Phone 753-1231

AIWAYMAMPAW.MaiWWWWWWWw%

CHRYSLER

NEW 1970 MODELS AT LESS THAN 1969 PRICES!

Df

MODEL 3L521M
THE NEWPORT
23" DIAG. RECTANGULAR PICTURE (29S SQ. IN.)
EXCLUSIVE 3-YEAR COLOR
PICTURE TUBE WARRANTY
MASTERPIECE
COLOR TELEVISION
Featuring Instant Play-and AFC

Admiral Quality Color TV

COMPLETE CLOSE OUT SALE!
DICK & DUNN STORE IN HAZEL
EVERYTHING AT SALE PRICE
ALL T Y'S,STEREOS & RADIOS SMALL APPLIANCES, ELECT HEATERS,
RANGES, WASHERS & DRYERS , REFRIGERATORS & FREEZERS

Store Will Be Closed Mon. Tue. & Wed.
To hem For Sale
'‘ EVERYTHING IN STORE
MUST GO"
flit WS. AT 9:00
SALE W111_ START
THURS. FRI. & SAT. 9-9

HAZEL, KY.

DICK & DUNN

1970 Sport Fury Brougham.
1970 Hemi-'Cuda.
This year, there are 10 new Barracudas. And we've changed the ;Here's our luxury model. (One of 28 Fury models with a new
wide stance.) It's big enough inside to carry six adults in comlooks substantially. (We've packed a 426 Hemi engine under a
fort. It's plush. But the price is still Plymouth. With a front seat
"Shaker" hood on one of them and called it the Hemi-'Cudal
that has individudl adjustments for the driver and passenger,
However you look at it, our Barracuda is all-new. We've
armrests and a reclining back on the passenger's side.
the
center
Pushed
wheels
inches
groUnd.
closer
to
the
two
moved it
Of course, the carpeting is thick, the headlights are hidden,
farther apart on our standard torsion-bar suspension. Put a tough
optional bumper on the front that comes in most paint colors. and the price is still Plymouth.
Whether you like your luxury in small packages, or as big as
And given the interior the design and comfort of a jet cockpit.
a 1970 Sport Fury .. . Plymouth makes it.
If you want a car that makes it . . .t Plymouth makes it.

. If you wanta 93r that makes it, visit your Plymouth dealer's today.

PH. 492-8199
303 S 4th Street

Taylor Motors Inc.

Murray, Ky.

Institute Is
Big Step In
Agriculture

potential for increasing farm income in this state — as the livestock industry grows, the importance of grain production in our
Commonwealth cannot be overempasized.
Kentucky is noted for Its grass
land .
but we also have so
much unrealized potential in this.
Those attending the Grain Institute — farmers, businessmen,
extension agents, agriculture
teachers, agricultullt Professors
from the State-supported universities, and the credit represen-

Sir
(UPI)— The
LONDON
Winston Churchill Memorial
Trust
announced Wednesday
that, as part of its work to
improve life in Britain, it will
grant five garbage collectors
$3,600 each to study refuse
collection work in the United
The Agri-Business Institute on
States and other countries for
Don't throw away those fall
Millions of gardeners everyGrain, held at Murray State Univthree months.
leaves, coffee grounds, banana
where share the joy of raising
ersity, was a major step forward
—
peals, tea leaves, lawn mowattractive, healthy plants inside
for Kentucky agriculture — partings, even vacuum cleaner fluff.
their homes or greenhouses, The
icularly in this phase of the
Put it on the compost heap! SOOTHING TUNE
American Association of Nursebusiness.
You'll have a richer garden
tymen suggests the fall as a
It explored the potential we
BRIMFIELD, England (UPI)
next year.
at this
have in this state for grain pro— Neighbors complained to the time to try your hand
duction and utilization. Another
All you'll need to begin your town council Wednesday that indoor sport.
the
choosing
you
are
When
bottoma
was to deterniinebetter
objective
is
heap
compost
own
farmer Malcolm Eckley keeps
ways of storage — not only on
less bin made of boards of them awake at night because plants you'll want , plan to comchicken wire that will be large he sings his prize-winning pigs plement the lines of the room
the farm, but also commercially.
enough to hold the vegetable to sleep every evening with you have selected. If you need
Apia we were happy to have many
waste. A bin 6 feet by 6 feet verses of "Onward, Christian vertical lines to increase the
of the credit people there.
height of the room, you may
will be adequate for a garden Soldiers."
The workshops and movies on
want a Schefflera or a Draof half an acre.
potential of grain production and
caena. Or if you should deemPile the soft waste material
utilization . ..sources of money
in the heap until it is about 6 the necesasry heat, encourag- phasize the height, a bushy varand financing ... cropping practo 8 inches deep. If it is dry, ing the breakdown of the pro- iety like the Spider Plant or a
tices . . . disease and insect
water it down until it is tho- teins and carbohydrates inside. Begonia, or Croton, or even a
control . . . on-farm storage
of
Association
American
The
roughly moist. Add a thin layer
viney plant like Pelionia or one
processing . And commerand
additof soil for activator to stimu- Nurserymen offer this
of the types of ivys would be a GRILLED—Juflge Clement F. cial storage - all of these were
late the rotting process. If na- ional reminder. You are not wise choice. For added inter- Haynsworth Jr. looks put
well presented and enthusiasticatural materials aren't available building a rubbish heap with a est include different leaf forms upon at a Senate Judiciary
lly participated in by those attand
garbage
of
collection
your nursery or garden center mere
and types.
WashCommlitee
ending.
will have commercially-- prepar- trash. That sort of collection
Since most house plants pre- ington., to undergo more
I heard nothing but praise and
will only attract bugs and dis- fer high humidity, select a place
ed products.
grilling on his nomination to
commendation for the day-long
ease carrying insects, and it is
Continue this process — lay- certain not to attract neighbors. where several plants can be gr- the L'.S. Supreme Court. BeInstitute — a busy schedule to
ers of waste material and acti- A real compost pile will be dark ouped together. The plants give hind him is Sen. Strom
which busy men contributed their
vator — until the pile is 4 to brawn or black in appearance, off water vapor from the soil
Thurmond. R-S.C.
time and experience in making
6 feet tall. A productive heap and it will be sweet smelling. ind leaves, and create a more
It so profitable for those attendshould be moist as well as It will show no trace of the or- natural environment in which
ingwarm, and to help create these iginal materials.
they will thrive. From time to
As Kentucky's livestock indusmoisten
to
idea
conditions rake the top of the
good
a
it's
time
With the guidelines suggestSAN
FRANCISCO (UPI)— try grows — and it undoubtedly,
heap to a slightly concave shape ed by the nurserymen, you will the air with a fine spray of watNot all schools will be afflicted I say again, offers our greatest
so it will catch rainwater.
have a compost pile for your er.
by
uprisings this year, accordThe final step is to cover use in feeding your garden soil
The proper amount of light
over the entire compost pile next planting season. And you'll is important to the comfort of ing to San Francisco State
President S. I. Hayakawa.
with a layer of soil about 6
your plants, and it is useful
be feeding it a royal banquet.
At a luncheon here Hayakawa
inches deep. This acts to retain
to keep in mind the conditions
said, "The only schools I've
of their original home. Most
heard of that don't expect
common house plants come from
trouble are police academies,
the shady, humid forest floors
embalming schools and karate
of the tropics where the light
institutions."
is diffused through several leafy
plants above, protecting them
from the intense heat.Simulating can be purchased at your__garden
{Mee conditions in your- home center.:
is difficult but certainly not imThe amount of watei-required
Business Esta.blished 18'74
possible with some small effort by plants will vary, In their
on your part.
STOCKS • BONDS • MUTUAL FUNDS
period of most active growth—
Remember that your plant will they usually need more; in hall
efee semi-shade -with tight nee Ind winter months they are Wrar-by in the summer. Don't over mant and the soil should be kept
expose the plant to the sun. In drier. A general rule is to water
fall and winter, the slowest grow- house plants until the entire soil
ing period, the plant can be mov- base is wet. Then wait until the
ed a bit nearer the light source, sod on the top is dry before
Good drainage for a container- watering again.
bound plant is a must. Again,
Plant foods or fertilizers are
206 Main Street
the condition for your house pla- suggested by the nurserymen for
Kentucky
Murray,
nt should be similar to its natural the active growth period, but take
Telephone 753-8811
environment. Proper drainage care not to over-feed the plant.
can be achieved by using a porThe fall and winter months
ous soil which allows water as are great for gardening indoors.
the
plant.
reach
*ell as air ba
The selection of house plants
A basic recipe to follow for is really endless, so pick the
home-mixed soil is one-third lo- ones you like, learn what their
am, one-third sand, and one- needs are, and enjoy living with
third peat or perlite. Mixed soil them,

tatives

of banks and associatio- the Kentucky Chamber of Commns — all came away more know- erce. Golliday Lamotte, former
le*eable about the subject.
president of the chamber, did an
We'll have an even better att- excellent job in presiding.
endance next time, I'm sure, as
most of those absent were so
because of catching up on harm
work during the near-perfect weather.
E., El. Howton, chairman of the
MSU Department of Agriculture,
and his staff are to be commended for the fine program they
presented; likewise the sponsor,
the Aeri-Business Committee of

hostess can help you
over the anxiety -of getting acquainted in new
surroundings and make
you feel at "Home
Sweet Home," again.
She will bring gifts and
vital information from
your neighborhood business and civic leaders.
Call Linda
371
a
-2
53d
hone 7A

Private, Commercial and
Jnstrument Courses

The Most
Famous Basket
in the World

MOTORS CORPCRAT ,ON

FOR "a
clean ca
Rent el
K.
SPINET
5 yews to
Co., your
across
Tenn. Sal
gana for
BRACE
first time
to clean
shampooer
Store.
Well".
1088
located
Trailer
alter 20:

x-6:30 p.m., Ch. 4 It's another hilarious misadventure for oa.dreaming cartonnist John Monroe, who finds that his daughter
has run away to her avant-garde aunt.
e

,61.o r
.30 Nrais yrthr , sots
JO Noy World, Welcome Gunsrholke

Sport, New,: Wthr ; Sots.
The Musoc Scent

x-8 p.m., Ch. 4 A very special special! The one and only BO
HOPE is host to JOHNNY CARSON, STEVE ALLEN, DANNY
THOMAS, and 18 other guest comedians.
Mayberry R F D
a 00 sb Mope Comedy Doris
Day Show
0

30

Special

x-9 p.m., Ch. 4 It's FLIP WILSON in his first headliner special,
with ARTE JOHNSON, JONATHAN WINTERS,and ANDY WILLIAMS.
Office Hours By Appointment
Phone 753-9201

Ca,,'',
.30 Flip Wilson Show Carol Burnett Show
Movoe
:30 Flip Wilson Show Coral Burnett Show
News. Wthr.: SPorts
Warts
:00 News: Wthr o Sets NewS;
0 :30 The Tonight Show The Mary Griffin Show Movie.
id The Tonight Show The Mery Griffin Show "The Lane Tollell"
I
-se the Tonight Shaw The Mery Griffin Show ?AO.'"
Mov,e. Joey Bishop
The Joev _11.s1'op Show
The J,e, 8:000 Sho.
The Joer elisrou Shaw
Es
7

i

n

P4: 1==g::'

12

THE DORIS DAY SHOW
8:30 P.M. MON.SEPT.22
NEW NIGHT WLAC-P4
. .5
GET SET
FOR SURPRISES
I'M HEADING
FOR THE HILLS...
OF SAN FRANCISCO,
THAT IS. IT'S A
WHOLE NEW SCENE.
AND YOU'LL
LOVE IT.

Show
6 :00
:3111 Morning Show

00 It Takes Two
30 Concentration
00 Personality
30 Hollywood Savor's
00 Jeopardy
30 Eye Guess

Your nextcar should look this great
...and have affthis.
The quiet car gets quieter tor 1970.
New rubber body mounts, new suspension system .isolators and 25 qq. ft
more of sound insulation Chrysler's
new Sound Isolation System.

Country Journal
Country Junction
Country Junction
Country Junct
Country Junction

The Mike Douglas Show Lucy Show
The Mike Douglas Show He Said—She . Said
Barbara Moore Show
Andy of Marl erre
Barbara Moore Show
Love of Lit*
Bewitched
Is
Where the Heart
Search for f ornorr ow That Girl

This year the rear wheels have a
new wide stance To make your
Chrysler even More stable

The muscle. 440 cubic inch
350 horsepower V-8 Standard. Speaks softly.. passes
on command.

x-12 noon, Ch. 4 What's going on around town? Join JIJD COLLINS,
MARIA BEALE FLETCHER, TEDDY BART and the NOON BAND
and find out
Dream HOLINS
Cony
News. ,Mein
Show
a :00 The Noon Show
Let's Make _a Deal _
As the World %NYS _
11 Li
q

2
3
A
E
•

:30 i he alma
NewlywedGarr •
:00 Days of Our Lives Mane Sotendored Thine The
The Define Game
The '.7.uidIng Leah?
:30 Tne
HoNtital
General
Storm
Secret
00 Another World
One Lite TO live
The Edoe of Niofif
30 You Don't Say
Shadows
Dark
USMC
Pyle.
:00 Match Game; NewsGomer
Flipper
- 30 To Tell the Truth Gillioan's Island
The Beverly Hiltbillios
.00 Best the Clock
Love Lucy
:30 10th Avenue South "It Conquered the
ABC Evening News
00 16th Avenue South World"
Van Dyke Show
Dick
New.
o
yen
F
ink
r
ley
i.
v
f:S
C
4
.30 Huntley

Wthr Solt
Wihr
News
• .30 I Dream of Jeannie lancer

S000rls News WM,
Most Sgurt

Sops

_
x-7 p.m. Ch. 4, It's a bird, it's a plane, it's DEBBIE, interrupting' Headlights. Beautifully conher husband's plan to join a stunt-flying group with some flying cealed. Until you need them
Then your Chrysler 300 turns
of her own!
Mod Squad
night into day.
.00 D Reynolds Show I 4nCOr
ea
I

The Red Skelton ShOW

- 30 Julia

Movie

x-8 p.m. Ch. 4 ROCK HUDSON, GEORGE PEPPARD star in this
tense World_ War II drama of Allied sdldiers assigned to destroy
German fuel svgailies in North Africa./ _

Doris joins the harried hordes of commuters.
As she accepts an exciting magazine assignment
in the big city. Come on along.

Chrysler's unibody construction. 5,000 individual welds
produce a Unit of . unusual
strength . . silence . . and
• •
durability.

•
0

:00 Moyle:
.30 "Tobruk"

The, Red Skelton Show
The Governor & J. J

6
7

:00 Movie
:30 Movie

Woods 'n' Waters
CBS Reports

10

',To

1
O I

Movie
W tNew

00 The Tonight Shaw The Mery Griffin thow"Seven in Darkness"
Movie
:30 The Tonight Shew The Mery Griffon Show
•
The Joey Bishoo Shove
The Tintovchahle.
The Joey Bishop Show
:30 The Untouchables
The Joey hisheo Show

2I —.00

O.

+.:1;;; Sots

te lc"
ta
:
m:
il

Front torsion -bar / rear -leaf suspension Gives the 1970 Chrysler
all that sure-footed agility and
Confident handling
You can get quiet rides with other cars.
but with Chrysler cars you get the ideal
combination • of quietness. stability.
and control . . all from the blending
of torsion-bar suspension. unibody construction and Sound Isolahon System

•
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Veterans Questions
and Answers

Opposite Poles

And For Your Thoughts

PHILADELPHIA (UPI) WASHINGTON UPI - Advice
from Mary T. Brooks who took Councilman Joseph Zazyczny
Q. - After Sling an appti office Thursday as the 28th dir- criticized the Philadelphia 19'76
tines for VA educatenal alio* ector of the mint: Unload those Bicentennial Corp. Thursday
because it had no Polishance, how long wi.-ou.d it Lite pennies.
to receive an aaceitninent of a Mrs. Brooks, widow of Sen. Ameriean_s on its board of
Wayland Brooks of Illinois, said directors.
VA claim number?
Councilman John B. Kelly Jr.
A.- You should receive you the mint is spending too much
president
of the corporation,
POR BALE
for"the
time
making
pennies
of
a
VA
&alignment
Lawn
NOtice
teimNOTICE
NOTICE
ber in approximately two weeks. gotten American coin" - people Informed Zazyczny that former
NEW ROOT EASY-Apply HyQ.- I am a student going to insist putting them in cookie councilman Leon Kolankewicz,
COMMONWEALTH OP
Kiss Vibrated Asphalt Alumia Polish - American, was a
school
below college level. Does jars and milk bottles.
KENTUCKY DEPARTMENT
num. Let us show you how ealy
corporation director.
make
"It's
a
to
waste
for
us
the law require that I submit
to 4911, how it stops Issas awe
OF HIGHWAYS NOTICE
Zazyczny replied Kolankewicz
a monthly certencate of attend- billions of pennies for you to
does the job for only I cents a
TO CONTRACTORS
take home and put in the closet," "didn't count" because he vas
ance?
aquas-. foot. A* about the specSealed bids will be received
not an "activist" Polishial 20 gallon drum price. Hulkby the Department of Highways,
A. - Yes, you must com- she said.
American.
ea Paint /More, 401 Maple EL
at its office, Frankfort, Kenplete and submit to VA a cerlucky,
until
10:00
A.
M.
Easttificate
of
attendance
each
monTurn your woodlands into a year around cash producing
Oet.-SC
& You fill out Section A. Secern Daylight Time on the 3rd.
asset. The Celotex Corporation is now buying wood deAnswer o Saturday's Puzzle
which
day
of
October,
1989,
at
tion B is certified, and signed
THREE-BEDROOM brick; cenManWhitaker,
Charles
M.
livered to their wood yard in Paris. Tenn. For more
time bids will be publicly open- ager of the Paducah Social by a school official and returntral heat and air, carpeting
information call or come in to see Joel Sills,:cir Roy
UUUM U000
ed and read for the improve- Security Office stated today ed to VA. Only atter receipt
throughout, built-In Tappan apACROSS
5 Scoff
Watkins. Phone (901) 642-1230.
MUMMR OMODU
6 Drsavow
ment of:
pliances, 134 commie tile baths,
that about 47% of those per- of this information can the VA
ROMPO UOMONO
7 Man's name
1 Rear of ship
CALLOWAY COUNTY, SP sons eligible for disability bone Pay You.
with carport Shrubs already
4 Exists
8 Afrikaans
OMER MON Mil
set In city school district.
15-9113; The Squire Adams (EY fits apply too late to receive Q. - I have heard the max- 6 Nerve networks 9 Pronoun
009 MOM UMW
10 Eagles nests
Phone 7524516 after 5:00 p. m.
1836) R.oad, from Ky 121 at checks as early as they should imum loan guaranty is now 11 Southeast
WU MOON OUBOU
Aster capital
12 Enlisted man
Coldwater
extending
northerly.
QUOU 0003
(cotlog )
According to Whitaker, any- $12,500. My certificate of elig- 13 Puffs up
8-23C
festive:
15
Pair
(abb.
)
14
Hebrew
OOMM UMMO MO
a distance of 2.000 miles. Bi- one past 30 whose work activi- ibility shows $7,500. Should I
16 Indisposition
17 Units of
175 CC JAWA Motorcycle, mire
M000 01370 OCR
tuminous Concrete Surface Class ty was covered by social sec- bring it in to have it changed!
to action
Portuguese
del 450. Call 733-5128 after 4
P.O. Box 1090
MO DOM OMB
Paris, Tenn. 38242
18 Note of scale
I.
currency
years,
urity
for
5
of
the
past
10
A.
That
is
not
necessary.
19
Pronoun
0000130
0000013
p. at. or on Saturday. S-22-P
20 Goddess of
Bid proposals for all projects and is expected to be out oi The
21 Prophet
increase covers all certifi- 22
BOMMO
UMW
discord
Placed
will be available until 12:00 work for at least 12 months cates. You
STROLLER, playpen and bed
Gum
Ann()
will be automatical- 24 Danish island 23 Hebrew month
NOON EASTERN DAYLIGHT (because of sickness or injury)
24 Symbol for
26 Inlets
combination, walker, high chair
silver
38-Residue
TIME an the day preceding the should apply for disability pay- ly covered under the new lim- 28 Insect
5 Cease
Will sell separately. Phone
POP RENT
its.
FOR RENT
25 Unlock
39-Enthusiasm
53 Tidy
29 Complaint
bid opening at the Division of ments immediately. In addition,
753-8788.
8-22-P
27-Go by water
41-Lampreys
57 Fish eggs
31 Mark left
NICE SLEEPING moms for ROOMS for college boys. Air- Contract Procurement at a cost anyone who becomes disabled
of
love
30-God
by wound
58 Spanish tor
I3-Seaman
of $2 each. Bid proposals are between ages 24 and 31 needs
yes
32-Harvest
44-Spanish
33 Senior (abbr )
BLACK TOY POODLE puppies. boys, one block from campus. conditioned, private entrance.
issued
only
Anger
to
con35-Holds
60
prequalihed
in
article
34
Withered
work
covered
by
social
secur2 blocks from University. Call
Also heti size metal bed. Phone Phone 753-8425 or 753-5962.
You'd
Be
Nervous,
Too
high regard
16-Near
62 A state (abb.)
36 Cravats
Sept 30-C 75348'AI.
S-24-NC tractors, except on projects up- ity for only half the time be753-7041.
8-23-C
37 Barracuda
4/3Expe fence
64 Behold,
38 Coniunction
on which the prequalification tween age 21 and the time he
LEE, Mass. (UPI).- The co 40 Part of face
ft' x 12' BRAIDED Rug, $20.00. NICE FURNISHED apartment NEW VACANCY: single or dou- requirements have been waived. becomes unable to work. Those
had every right to be nervous. 42-Fall into disuse
Eacellent condition. Phone for college boys. Phone 753- Sle rooms for boys, refrigerat- Remittance payable to the State disabled before age 24 will need
45 Resort
Clark Knight Jr., a former 47
7534489.
Lets stand
8-23-C 7381 days, 753-5108 after 5:00 or. One block from campus. Treasurer of Kentucky must ac- only 1% years of work credit
pm.
TFC Private parking. Phone 753- company request for_propostals. out of the 3-year period ending Pittsfield policeman, took the 49 Ton
cow from Mrs. Cowell's yard 50 Strikes
USED TYPEWRITER. Call 75311-1IC when the disability began.
8243.
0-1-C
and walked the animal through 52 Verve
2884.
S-23-P ROOMS for college boys. PriThose
already
age
65
are
not
54 Note of scale
vate entrance. 107 North 17th NEW DUPLEX apartment. Stove
eligible for disability benefits the center of town to the court 55 Teutonic deity
1968 TRIUMPH 500 CC Tiger Phone 753-7408 after 4:00 p. m. and refrigerator furnished. AlREAL ESTATE FOR SALE
house,
where
he
left
it
tied
to
a
56-Locks
of hair
as their retirement benefit is
and 1968 Honda Trial 90. Both
TFC so trailer for rent. Phone 75359 Chinese mile
-bedroom brick payable and would be the same parking meter.
SY
OWNER:
3
in perfect condition. WW cone431.
1TC
61 Not desert
house with income apartment amount as a disability check.
wind
sider trade for pickup truck HOUSE for college boys. Three
kitchen
bedroms,
living
room,
753Telephone
Whitaker explained that al- soon after the disability began. 63 Clothesmakers
MODERN furnished apartment on South 11th.
Phone 753-6565.
S-23-C
65-Drinks
heavily
and bath. Phone 753-3060.
TFC. though benefits can't be paid
% block from oarnput. Paneled, 2987.
Anyone in the Paducah area
Latin
FOR"a Job Well done feeling"
8-23-NC ainoonditioning, all electric.
for the first 6 months of dis- who wishes to apply for dis- 66 can't/action
clean carpets with Blue Lustre.
ability, medical records and ability benefits should_ visit the 67• News tn4jdg__
Couples or faculty only. Phone
30
Rent etoctric shampooer $1. Big ROOMS for two boys. $25.00 per 753-1805.
data needed frown ti•-•,t Social Security Office at 112
Deavaranther
Tim
__DENVER...4LnpS-24-P
DOWN
K.
S-27-C mouth. 2194 South .15th., 753Broncos offered 400 standing applicant can be collected. South Tenth Street. The office
S-25-C
a
decision is open from 8:45 a.m. to 5:00 1-Snake
room only tickets for Sunday's evaluated, and
reached before the 6-month p.m. A person unable to come 2-Man of the soil
SPINET PIANO, new $470.00, 10' x 50' HOUSE Trailer, airYork
Jets
New
game
with
the
BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY
3-Note of scale
5 years to pay. Lonardo Piano conditioned, couple only, $100.and sold out in 35 minutes. A waiting period is up - etrabl- to the office may telephone 443- 4-Electrified
ppylim
eaetnian
ts tohas
begb
ineeonn ft.i m
ed
e 7321 and arrange for a visit by
Co., your complete Music Store, 00 per mouth. Shady Oaks Trail- KENTUCKY Distributorship ne- record crowd of 50,578 is g apa
particles
Dter by United Feature S
I.. ne
22
If
il
across from poet office, Paris, er Court.
S-23-P ver before offered. Achieve in- assured.
an office representative.
Tem. Baldwin Piano and Oryour own busiTHREE-ROOM furnished apart- dependence with
gans for church or home.
ment Private bath and entran- ness as a Kentucky state distributor for nationally adverBRACE yourself for a thrill the ce. Call 753-5689.
S-23-C
tised products. You will be part
first time you use Blue Lustre
to clean tugs. Rent electric FOX MEADOWS: The prestige of a new growing Franchise PEANUTS
WELL, WE'VE JUST MOUT .;
OUR TEAM HA' BEEN PRXTICING
(HELLO, 0-4LICK 7\
H04)15 YOUR TEAM DOING?
shampooer $1. Western Auto name in mobile home living. system. Profits are unlimited
THE BALL INFLATED.MAD...
COUNTD0045,
PA%
GOT
LIKE
PEPPER/ANT
you
will
be
building
IS
now
and
THI5
Most
spacious
lots
available
in
Store. Some of "The Wishin
PATTERN5, REP- D06.9IN6 400
a handsome income for the next
PATTY_ I'M JUS-T
S.this area. All city utilities. Limited to families. Enjoy the care- 15 years. For details call Hr.
KNOW, THAT GORT OF THINGCALLING ABOUT OUR
1968 VICEROY trailer, 12' x 45' free life of a mobile home to- Fleming collect 305-6384833.
t
4/Mei
,
FOOTBALL
GAA:
„.
S-.22-P
heated at University Heigh • ted in the best of suburban
Sider Court Phone 753-829 °cations. Phone 753-3855 for
slier 10:00 a. tn.
Oct. •reservations. Office at 104
South 9th.
S-25-C
WANTED TO BUY
TWO-BEDROOM furnished a- WANTED: Used apartment size
partment. Zimmerman apart- gas range and vented gas heatNOTICE
ments, South 18th Street. Tea- ers. Phone 4364635.
1TC 9-22
All chers, couple or couple with
JONES AVIATIO/r Inc
WANTED.
Men's
or
Lashes
used
small
child.
Phone 753-8809.
new Cessna aircraft, (ales and
S-24-C
S-23-C bicycle. 753-6840.
rental. Flight and ground whooi. Phone 753-8633 or 488-2855.
NOTICZ
NOM
LOSE WEIGHT safety with DexA-Diet Tablets. Only 118e at Dale
H-1TP
& Stubblefield.

ANT

*ROW THE

SOCIAL
SECURITY

CASH FOR WOOD

Questions and
Answers

/,_
vaiforb

ielp you
,y 'of getin new
rid make
- Home
again.

gifts and
ion from
ood busileaders.

Adams

753-2378
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CROSSWORD PUZZLE

The Celotex Corporation

by Charles M. Schulz

Peanuts®

71
-

Ave_

ir

byErnie Bushmiller

Nancy

REGISTER for baton dosses,
tamirot by Sammye Kaye B.
man. Contract Lyndia Cochran
Dance Studio 753-4647 or 782S-24-C
3682.

GO TO THE
BOARD AND WRITE
WHAT YOU WERE
WHISPERING
44,04.

NANCY, YOU'RE
WHISPERING
J

GUITAR LESSONS

AGAIN
}

2.00 Per Lesson - Sign Up Now!

ft44„,t,

r'S

•

rs.1

404,*

at

LEACH'S MUSIC & TV
CET RID Os

Dixieland Center

DRUG STORE

Telephone 753-7575

PESTS

r/

els have a
ake your
be

Locally owned and operated for 20 years. We can be
reached 24 hours a day.
Call Today For FREE
Inspection
Mese 7533914
Member Chamber of
Commerce and Builders
Association. LCP-196

KELLY'S PEST
CONTROL
Paseo 7S3-3914
-leaf sus() Chrysler
gility and

Leeseeel SIB So. 1St& $e.

RE31S'TERED Nurses needed. WILL CONTRACT new boom&
Pull time 11 to 7. Part time Gourd repair work and addlevenings and days weekends tiona. Mom ISS-SNM.
Good salary with travel and
00-44D4
shift diferentiaL Contact Ruby
PROFESSIONAL residentHayden or Tommy McCue,
lerGilliam Hospital, Mayfield, ial painting. Brush, roll, ENVY
estimates.
Kentucky.
S4SC References. Free
Phone 753-3486.
Oct 111-C
WAITRESSES _wanted, night
shift, 3 to 11. Please call in
person at Trerholm's Drive In.
S-29C

Pulp

AUTOS FOR SALE

BLACK TOP PAYING

198D FORD Van custom long
body. Like new. 11,000 miles.
Ideal for passenger hauling
Phone 7534575.
8-23-C

No Jobs to Small or Lamle
to be Appreciated
Free Estimates
Contact:

LOST AI POUND

Abbie'N Slats

ending
•y conystern

4
14-1,

The three things to look for in buying a Color TV:
1. SERVICE - Bob Randolph.
2. PERFORMANCE - Only total automatic color on
the market.
S. NAME BRAND - Magnavox.
WE HAVE ALL THREE!
COME BY AND LET US SHOW YOU
WHAT WE HAVE

LEACH'S MUSIC & T.V.
Dixieland Center
Chestnut Street
Phone 753-7575

Itch

*

WELL, NOW THAT
YOU'VE GOT IT IN
WORKING ORDER,
WHAT'RE YOU
GOING TO DO WITH
I T, C HARLiE Z

I WAS
WHEN THE MACKEREL
THINKING, AREN'T RUNNING, 1 CCuLD
MAKE A DOLLAR OR
SUE-TwO EXTRA TAXIING
FOLKS AROUND

.e

•
1.
141
011
I
r
•

I

I•

MO

I.

re.

A. Z. FARLEY
Phone 753-5502

I W114 baby sit day or night
in my home. Phone 753-7503.
8-22-C

READY TO BUY A COLOR TV?

BEAT UP AS
IT 1S,5HE'S
5T/LL. GOT
CLASS, POP.

CONDITION ./

'
Mt

LOST or Stolen. A female Beagle Hound and four three-months SIAMINKI 100 a. an. and
old puppies. Is wearing collar
5:00 a. ra.
but no tag. If anyone has any
information 6n these dogs contact Johnny Williams at Harris
CARS WAN= and waxed.
Grove or call 435-5352
Cleaned inside. Cali 753-1323.
8-22-C
NOVICK

by R. Van Buren

(OLARST IT, IF
CHARLIE DOBBS FOUND THAT RAuric.)-01 OL'
HEAP AIN'T
A 8EAT-UP OLD ROLLS
UNDER
)AND PUT IT NAvIGATIN',
ployce(1.9/3
ITS OWN POWEel
BACK INTO WORKING

T at 16. U 5 0e.
-.1 .".0
.,••••••d
bv U.,5541 •••••••

Lil' Abner

by Al Capp
WHO'S

EgaCC

r Cats,
e ideal

sger.-22

SERVICES OFFERED

HELP WANTED
ROACHES
Carry Germs
SPIDERS
Are Poison
TERMITES
Eat Your Home

SAW OUR
TEACH ER
BUYING
HAIR DYE
AT THEI

THAT
ONE?

PORKNOY,Tel*
COMPLAINER-

WHAT'S
PORKNOY'S
COMPLAINT?

UNDER-PRIVILEGED-

SOSHULAN

•9,

ZO4

PROFESSIONAL Carpet cleaning In your own home. Also
floor stripping and rewaxing.
For free estimate call MURRAY
CARPET AND FLOOR CARE,
753-7365 or 436-2103.
H-S-22-P

HE'S OVER ROMANTIC AN'

THAT IS T.•

MEAKIIN I
HE DON'T

NONE,IF WE
KIN HELP IT-

MEET
MANY

GALs2

54iikiEyart

HEY-Y.
it

WILL KEEP children in my
home for working mothers. Call
753-3855.
8-22-C
WILL DO baby sitting in my
home, day or night. Experienced. Phone 7534625.
8-2.5-C

k.dir"
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Autumn Can
Be Active
For Gardener
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Purchase

Leonard Dunn

(CartInsed Prom Pose One/

(Continued Prom Pegs 000
Society has been observorical
one great granddaughter, Car- rolled in all public universities
ing for the past year the Semust
state
and coligges in the
ole Dunn.
Jackson's
of
squiceptennial
by Darrell Seoemaker
Games were pLayed in Me
Also surviving are four sie not total over 15 per cent by
place
took
which
Purchase,
Softball
Hurray Inivitational
tars, Mrs. Ina Nesbitt and Mrs. 1973 and that no single school
October 19, 1818. Governor
per
20
Tournament, sponsored by the
than
more
Noble (ToPsY) Brandon of Ha- may enroll
Nunn a year ago proclaimed
Murray Women's Softball team,
zel Route Two, Mrs. Rune cent nonresidents at one time
year oeginning October
"the
than
New
older
is
Concord
Friday.
and
Thursday
on
Memphis, by that year.
(Amy) Wilson of
SAN DIEGO, Calif. (UPI)—
19,
TIIE JACKSON PUR1968,
with
Wranglers
time
one
at
the
and
Murray
Gardening enthusiasm gets a
Murray beat
Tenn,. and Mrs. Ivan (Agnes) Murray State's 1963 freshCHASE SESQUICENTENNIAL The
Corps forces
Marine
boost with cool and pleasant fall 32 to 3 in the opening game industries of a Tobacco plant, Orr of Louisville; three bro- man class had an enrollment of
in Kentucky."
problem recruits to stand in
evenings, and that's fortunate on Thursday with Sue Stone as Flour Mill, two Blacksmith sho- thers, William H. (Jake) Duna, 44 per cent non-Kentuckians
hours at a
because this is a busy season pitcber for Murray. Lois Smith, ps, theee General stores, plus a Story Avenue, Murray, Walter while this year's freshman will
Dr. L J. Hortin, president of front of a mirror for
the Jackson Purchase Historical stretch as a last resort before
for outside living areas. Autumn Ann Hunt Powers, Margaret good school and Post-Office. The Dunn of Louisville, and Rudy number less than 20 per cent.
Society, is asking members litho sending them to the brig.
activity can include planting, so- Sumers, Careen Wells, Sylvia thought also struck me that that Dunn of Hazel Route Two.
Gantt was quoted in the CourThe Marines confirmed reme pruning, transplanting,plann- Carrico, and Sue Stone each hilly and rough section of CalloFuneral services were held ier Journal article as follows:
Two other accidents were in- wish to make the tour to send
times way County has furnished more
earlier
Sunday at 2:30 p. m. at the
ing, potting, preparing for win- had five hits in seven
Since 1963, the university has vestigated by the Murray Po- in their reservations to Miss ports of the practice
than a thin share of public ser- chapel of the Blalock-Coleman imposed academic limitations on lice Department on Saturday. Margaret Heath, secretary, Ben- this week and Thursday a
ter protection, and a host of at bat.
South 8th ion, Ky., not later than October spokesman defended the boot
vants for the county. Otis Lovins Funeral Home with Bro. Loyd non-Kentuckians. ,-That has acand
Sycamore
ether rewarding projects.
In the second game Hardin as Representative and Circuit Wilson and Bro. Dean Crutch- counted for most of the more Streets was the scene of the 13.
camp punishment as effective
Some suggestions offered by
beat West Viola 21 to 5 with Court Clerk, Wendell Patterson, field officiating.
per cent reduction, two car collision at 3:26 p. m. "This tour will mark the last for "self appraisal and to
50
than
the American Associationof NurDean Conner as the Hardin Sheriff, and his son Randall twice
Active pallbearers were Beale Gantt said.
Cars involved were a 1964 day of our Sesquicentennial," stimulate the attitude change."
serymen may assist home garpitcher. Conner aim had two
recAny graduate of a Kentucky Dodge two door hardtop owned ne explained "Dr. Hancock has "We are not apologizing to
their
served as County Court Clerk Outland, Sherrill Outland, Ben
deners in scheduling
bat.
at
times
hits in three
anyone for this," a spokesman
did Douglas Shoemaker, Hall Purdom, Eugene Dunn, Ray high school is accepted at hISU. by Wilson Hughes and driven planned a magnificent tour."
reation time.
Paducah beat Fulgham 12 to as
The Battle of Franklin on said. "These are not kiss and
Fall is an important planting 10 in the opening game on Fri- McCuiston, County Judge, Dewey Dunn, and Ray Brownfield. Non-Kentuckians must have fin- by Howard Dale Hughes, 803
de- motivation kids we are talking
season, for example, for a num- day night with Brenda My as Crass, Tax Commissioner and Honorary pallbearers were Joe ished in the upper half to two- Story Avenue, Murray, and a November 30, 1864, was
ber of things from bulbs to ever- the Pad-trash pitcher. Judy John- stealing a bit off the north edge Hal Thornton, D. Y. Morgan. thirds of their graduation class- 1963 Chrysler two door hard- scribed by President Jefferson about. We could do nothing with
Linn, Roy Scarbrough, es.
top driven by Joe Hal Stark, Davis of the Confederacy as the these recruits,"
greens. Plants should have time son got a home run for Padu- you can add Clyde Steele as Jail- George
Cohoon, Robert Steele, Even now, MSU has students 1400 Poplar Street, Murray.
most frightful of the entire
During the past year, 21
to put down roots before the wea- cah and Joyce Sims got two er and Sheriff. Cohen Stubblefie- Homer
40
Eurie
Thompson,
than
Curtis
Hays,
War
more
Civil
from
enrolled
in a correctional
privates
fate
until
servant
favorld a dedicated
ther turns too cold. It's a
home runs for Paducah.
on
east
was
going
Hughes
and Polk Steele.
states, Gantt said. "This is a
given the mirror
were
platoon
in20,000
Hood's
able time to begin new lawns
General
Of
The nightcap Friday saw passed the Sheriff's services into
Burial was in the Elm Grove healthy situation from an edu- Sycamore Street making a left
fantry in action, he lost 6,202 treatment at the Marine Corps
Or renovate old oats. Bulbs go Farmington beat Shirley Wil- the capable hands of his wife Cemetery with the
go8th
Stark,
Street.
turn
on
of
point
arrangeand social
Into the ground now. Create a fred's twin 14 to 6. Emma Ad- Fannie. Bill Stubblefield of cour- ments by the Blalock-Coleman cational
ing north on South 8th, said he killed and wounded. Twelve recruit depot here. Five of
view," Gantt maintained.
rose bed this season. New per- ams was the pitcher for Farm- se is U. S. Marshall. Gardie Funeral Home.
for the stop sign be- Confederate Generals were lost. them had to be handcuffed in a
stopped
When the higher rates were
ennials can be planted pretty ington and Judy Mills for Lassiter and Wendell Allbritten,
fore making a right turn when Five were killed outright: Gen- position that forced them to
imposed, it was argued that taxSoon.
Farmington got four hits in five School Board and James Blalock
the
collision occurred, accord- erals Cleburne, Gist, Granbury, look into the glass.
used
payer dollars should be
"Of the 21 men assigned to
Adams and Strahl.
twice Circuit Court Clerk,
It's the time of year to make times at bat.
the police report.
to
ing
to educate Kentuckians.
this, "The Generals' Bat- the correction platoon, 14 of
In
Every section has furnished
Some changes, if you wish. Chthe
car
Tonight's games will be MurHughes
to
Damages
Gana saici that rates charged
was on the left front fender and tle" at Franklin, General John them repented and graduated
rysanthemums that you have been ray vs. Hardin at seven p. m. their section with Magistrates,
tuckians "substantially
non-Ken
job,
yet
thankless
the Stark car on the front C. Carter was fatally wounded from the depot," said the
to
growing in a row in the vegetable and West Viola vs. Wranglers a responsible
costs;
pay their instructional
and General Gordon was cap- spokesman.
end.
Or cutting garden can be moved at 8:30 p. m. The games are but'G. M. Potts stood out like a (Continued From Page One)
administrative costs are not
tured. Generals John C. Brown, Some of the recruits stood in
Into the perennial border for aut- played at the Gene Cathey field sore thumb having served six
greatly affected by enrollment
Manigault, Quarles, Cockrell front of the 70-inch-high mirror
times. Esq. Ed Yarbrough held one half brother, Othel Higgumn display. The old perennial in the Murray City Part.
.
changes."
and Scott were wounded. Fifty- for eight hours. Tile handcufthe only distinction of playing ins of Alton, Ill.
Bower beds can be rejuvenated.
the
was
Lot
Jerry's
Pairking
not
"is
He said that the state
Funeral services will be held
three regimental commanders fing was stopped last month but
a fiddle left-handed even though
If you will be planting tulip
being very realistic about the scene of the other collision in were battle casualties.
of
the
chapel
at
Wednesday
player.
the mirror is still in use.
right-handed
a
for
strung
an
have
bulbs, the nurserymen
economies of out of state sau the city on Saturday at 11:50
"It was the fiercest death
"They don't have to stand
The most important landscape the Max H. Churchill Funeral dents." Kentucky, he pointed p. m.
Interesting suggestion. If moles,
of all battles on either there any longer than they
destroyed by Kentucky Lake to Home. Burial will be in the Ma- out, "does not hesitate to spend
field mice or chipmunks are a
Involved were a 1968 Chev grapple
me was Brandon's Mill. What a theny Cemetery in Trigg Coun- tra)ney to attract tourists" but rolet driven by Steve Lee Bar- continent," General Isaac B. want," said the spokesman.
nuisance, try planting the bulbs (Continued From Page One)
officer "Any time they want to return
federal
tourist attraction that would be ty.
nett, 1314 Vine Street, Murray, Sherwood,
Inside wire cages.
The body is being returned iollege students contribute to
battle, stated. to duty they can do so, They
17 pei with wheel and stone meal grindand a 1968 Plymouth driven by wounded in the
3- All of the houseplants that cent, forcible rape up
more
a
on
economy
states
the
cent, ag- er today. Sure there is Devil's to Murray by the Lenning Flycan stand there five minutes or
Guthrie Thomas McNeely, -657
were kept outside during the cent, robbery up 9 per
basis.
NOW YOU KNOW
per cent, Pulpit in the county and it hasn't ing Service and friends may call or less permanent
9
up
assault
gravated
Ryan Avenue, Murray.
moved
be
lye hour§. It's up to. them.
to
$tunmer are due
a
only
for
here
is
tourist
"A
at the Max H Churchill Funeral
2 per cent, larceny changed any with time.
Both-- w- were going west
-T'We don't want to send these
into the house this time of year. burglary up
Home after nine a.m. TuesdaY. week or so, but students are on the parking lot traveling by United Press International
and over up 28 par cant
Let me close today with a quota
young men to the brig," he
Gantt
kepot those that have outgrown of $50
years",
four
for
here
lighthouse
known
cent.
first
per
The
made by C. T. Winslow of Maya
their pots and give all an appli- and auto,theft p8
said, "and their families come aide by side. Witnesses told the was built by the Egyptians a- said. "We are trying tehelp
police that the McNeely car
field:
them."
itation of fertilizer.
as tourists." '
Remember too, these figures
pulled into the Barnett car, ac- bout 80 B.C., its light source
"kaiell isn't a bell Until it's
could
reap
that
cycle
a
is
It
; And fall is clean-up time. Nothat
burning
fire
open
wood
an
only those crimes rereflect
SPOILER
HIM
THE
CALL
rung
untold economic benefits for cording to the police report.
ing should be left in flower beds,
ported under the uniform crime
Damage to the Barnett car the peak of the structure.
A song isn't a song until ins
THEFT OF SERVICE
the state, Gantt claimed.
shrub borders or vegetable gar- reporting system. There were
was
on he left front fender
KennUPI
Tourist
LONDON
He also pointed out that "the
dens which might harbor insects, many more committed which sung
Love in the heart wasn't put eth Bromfield, 27, told his wife people that want to come here and to the McNeely car on the PHONE CUT OFF
WOLVERHAMPTON, England
disease or rodents. Garden fen- were not reported.
he had to shave off his beard from New Jersey can afford right rear quarter panel.
paint
of
coat
to stay
there
a
UPI - After paying for an antides can get
Because Love isn't Love until to pass antihippie Bulgarian cus- the increased rates, but many
gow, and any new construction For the first six months of this
vandalism advertising campaign
BODMIN, England (UPI)-toms. When she asked why he of our neighbors and friends
work such as new paths, a rock year, New York had 41,050 cars given away."
Farmer Donald Jennings asked for a year, the town iof Volverand
Kentucky
in
trade
es,
brought the beard home in a just across the border can't pay
Wednesday hampton today reported vandaliWall, or a terrace can be start- stolen, Baltimore had 5,127
would like to come to school telephone officials
plastic bag, Bromfield said he the higher price."
because sm worse than ever. Officials
line
phone
ed.
his
move
to
stolen, Chicago 15,482, and DeMelton, england (UPI) — figured he might need it in case
Many persons who live in here — perhaps because other his pet macaw bird, Stanley, reported a record $60,000 worth
A few projects such as these troit 10,439
have
family
their
of
members
bacon
Thieves stole $21,600 of
British Customs wanted to match Tennessee, only 8 miles away,
since
(tan add to fall gardening pleasbeen students here in the past, had bitten through the line of damage done by vandals
e, and pay big dividends next L&N magazine says "We all love Wednesday from a shipping his face with the photo in his have Kentucky mailing address- the registrar said.
the ad campaign ended in March.
times.
eight
firm parking lot,
s_sport.
a g >od loser if it isn't us".
Wring.

let Me Write

(Continued From Pepe One)

(Continued From Page Ow)

on South Hith Street. Jaeger
said an unidentified truck was
traveling south on the wrong
side of street and he ran off
the edge of the street to avoid
a heedon collision. Jaeger said
he then lost control of his car
which turned upside down across the street in a yard, according to the police report.
Damage was reported to all
parts of the car.
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In soft Heather Moor lambswool
Few people understand sweaters as well as Jantzen.
This company has a touch and sense of style that adds meaning to all sportswear—
especially lambswool sweaters. Jantzen's Heather Moor, for instance,
Is fully fashioned, in all the colors that communicate,
and its machine washable, too. No wonder its No. 1 with fellows in college.
(And their laundresses, too.) Buy one today. Here.
Wash one sometime later. There. Heather Moor. By Jantzen.
From $16.
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GRAHAM & JACKSON
Downtown, North Side Of The Square
Murray, Ky.
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